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Timed His Proposals Most Inopportunely, but Always to
the Same Woman.
By 8USANNE GLENN.

John Kennen tied always timed his
proposals most Inopportunely. Sucb
a statement might give rise to the
supposition that he had proposed to
many women, when the truth of the
case la that he had merely proposed
many times io one woman.
"And what he sees to be so 'gone
on' In Louise Atwood beats me," the
neighbors were fond of declaring.
"She's always been an independent
little piece, while John Is the kindest
fellow In the world. He had ought to
know what she Is like, living right
across the road from her all his life,
but they say love Is blind, and I guess
' John goes to prove
it!" John was thinking about his proposals as he rested on his porch one
evening, watching through a screen
of fragrant apple blossoms the gllnf
of Louise's white dress on the porch
across the road. "That first one was
about the worst," he decided between
puffs from a pipe, "for I've never been
so scared since, and Louise has never
been quite so superior. I declare, I
thought she'd ay 'yes' long before
this. I fall to see the sense of wait
ing till" the best part of our lives are
over, for marry me she surely will,
some day. Guess It's about time I
did something beside just propose."
When Kennen presently sauntered
across to occupy the comfortable ex
tra rocker on her porch, Louise Atwood felt no surprise. Grass had not
grown In the path between the two
houses since John was old enough to
appreciate . the attractiveness of bis
tantalizing neighbor. "It's so absurd
of John to suppose I should wish to
marry
u& after having seen him
every day of my life in this tiresome
way,"-eh- e
thought, watching him leisurely approach.
"Men seem to be
Just clear conceit, anyway. Why
should I marry any one, when I'm per
fectly comfortable and happy here by
' myself?" She smiled patronizingly as
he settled himself In the big arm
chair.
"Louise,-I'vcome over to ask you
a question," he stated with a direct- that had not characterized his
. ness
previous declarations, "possibly, sev
eral questions," he amended.
Louise merely smiled.
"My first question Is not a new one,
but It la final Will you marry me.
Louise T"
clous, who do you expect would
accept such a heartless proposal as
- "
that?"
.
"I did not much expect you would,
smiled John serenely, "but I thought
It safe to try once more, at least. It
isn't lack of 'heart' that Is the trouble,
Louise. Tou know I've put heart
enough Into the others to satisfy any
woman. I had hoped you would see
fit to accept me, some time, still It la
comfortable to have It settled definite
ly. I hope we can continue to be
friends Just the same?"
"We always have been friends,'
murmured Louise, with a lack of her
customary superiority.
"We've been more than friends," he
corrected; "that Is why It Is a bit peril
ous- - to drop back upon mere friend
ship., ' But we are both pretty sensi
ble, so I guess we'll make it go." Tor
some minutes he smoked In silence.
"There Is one thing I hope you will
always do, Louise," he continued presently. "I hope you will always feel
help
free to ask me when you want
'
about the things I've been in the
habit of helping you with. I've never
made any secret of the fact that I was
courting you, but now that that is at
end I shall not feel Justified in coming
over here with the freedom of th
past if you understand why, this
will not disturb you perhaps it will
even be a relief," he added.
'
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HELPLESS

IN

SNAKES' COILS

Fisherman In Order to Escape Threat-- s
cned Death From Reptiles
Rolls In Firs.

1

George Ensor, a business man of
this city, while fishing near Mountain-dale- ,
a Piedmont, V. Va., dispatch to
the New York Herald states, was attacked by snakes, which came from
a rotten log on which he was sitting.
and before he could beat them off the

H

-

"I trust you will always feel free to
1 Louise,
come whenever you like,'
Ignoring his supposition.
'That's mighty kind and neighborly
In you," agreed Kennen as be rose to
depart." "And that reminds me, Lou,
I've rented the cottage o a woman
from Anderly who wishes to get out In
the country for the summer Mrs.
Carlton her name Is. 1 hope you'll
like her. She seems a pleasant- spoken person."
Louise shivered a little the spring
night had turned suddenly chilly, nd
she went in and closed (the door.
Not once during thev weeks that fol
lowed did she receive a call from her
lover. To be sure, he shouted friendly greetings across the road
or- waved as he scurried past in his
runabout, and Louise began wondering how long it would take time to
effect that patch about which she had
so often fretted.
She was setting
plants In the vegetable garden the
morning he met the new renter at the
.
station.
Louise had never dene the trans
planting alone before, and had never
realized how tedious the task might
be. In fact, when she came to think
about it, John had always helped with
all the undertakings that had made
her place a model of attractiveness.
'But I am glad he does not come," she
assured herself repeatedly; fit is not
right to receive so much from him
when r means to give nothing" in return."
As the summer passed time did not
appear to hang heavy upon the cap
able hands of John Kennen, for he
was bestowing all those 'attentions at
the, little cottage across the road that
he had once lavished upon the
Miss Atwood. While Louise
laboriously repaired her broken trel
lis, John was fashioning a fine .new
mode for Mrs. Carlton's roses. Long
after neat rows of transplanted vegetables were putting out new roots In
the cottage garden. Louise shed actual
tears of vexation and weariness over
the seemingly endless task of finish'
lng her own.
Louise knew that the neighbors
were noticing. "They think I've been
Jilted, and I cannot tell them the
truth about It," she. said grimly to
that inner self to whom lonely people
commune. "Well, haven't you?" retorted that impertinent other self. "If
I have, It Is my own fault, and I shall
have to endure it," she said aloud. "I
expect this, is good for that pride and
Independence of which people are always complaining!"
"Whoever dreamed of John Kennen
acting in this way," people seemed to
delight In telling her. "We never supposed an Idea, of marrying ever entered his head, he has always been so
quiet never hunnlng round with the
girls like most boys."
"Well, he is certainly making up for
loBt opportunities,", smiled Louise as
the little runabout whizzed past with
the hew neighbor In the lace she
once occupied by right of first choice.
Louise chanced to be on the front
veranda where that extra rocker always flaunted Its emptiness at her the
afternoon they brought home the runabout slowly, with a limp figure crumpled up on the seat
A
Somehow she forced herself to remain behind the blinds while they carried him in, and while the doctor arrived hurriedly and Mrs. Carlton bustled about. Somehow she forced herself to listen to neighbors who endlessly repeated how he had unhesitatingly run his machine Into a
treacherous ditch to save a child that
had started heedlessly to run across
the road In front.
NoLhe was not hurt Bertously unless
other symptoms developed, the doctor
assured every4' one. He needed good
care more than anything else at present, and he was likely to get that
When they had all gone she sat on
la the welcome darkness behind the
vines watching the lighted windows
across the road. She was not conscious of Mrs. Carlton's approach until she was very near.,KWLl you come
over, Miss Atwood?" she' requested.
"Mr. Kennen has asked to see you."
It scorned to Louise that she could
one-tim- e

-

unap-preciativ-

reptiles had entwined themselves
g
about
hJs arms, hands
and feet.. The snakes, more than a
dozen In number, measured from four
to six feet In length.
Mr. Ensor, after vainly" endeavoring
to work his arms and feet loose, bad
the presence of mind to roll down a
hill Into a fire be had built to cook
bis breakfast. HU clothes caught fire
and the snakes, scorched and sizzling,
untwined from his body and made for
the old log. Mr. Ensor ran to the
stream and threw himself Into the wa
him,-bindin-
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nevpr force her feet along lhat parti
where the grass was already begin- OF PLAIN VEGETABLES CAPABLE OF GREAT VARIETY
ning to creep In.
Tomato 8alad May Be Served In In
"Why, .Louise, did I frighten you.
numerable Forms Way of Re
sending for you like this?" cried John
TABLE
moving the Skins, PRETTY
cheerfully, If weakly, when he saw her REMARKABLY
DECORATIONS MAY BE MADE.
face. "There Is nothing to make you
A tomato salad is capable of as
loojk like that.
I Just thought I could
go to sleep better If you'd come over
t
to me, and Cousin Call Only for the Exercise of a Little stuffed tomatoes, but in whatever
and say
way prepared, do not Inflict the skins
Martha said she did not mind calling
Ingenuity, and the Quality of ths
upon the consumer. To remove the
you." .
Food Is Not in the Least Imskins deftly, try either one of these
"Oh," whispered Louise, with a sob.
paired Some Examples.
two ways: Plunge for a second into
"Why, Lou," he said, holding out
boiling water, then skim and chill.
j
his unbandaged hand entreatingly.
Th crp are many artificial ways to or temove the stem and rub the back
Louise dropped to her knees beside
him. "John, do you suppose you will make lovely decorations, but in the of a knlfn aralnat iha fralt- - nrMllnr
study of vegetable flowers we can gently with the dull edge from the
ever again ask me to marry you?"
"I don't believe It will be necessary, show a simple way of making our ev- stem and downward until all the surmy girl," answered
John Kennen, eryday meals more appetizing and still face has been covered. After a little
not Interfere with the palatable part experience this Is almost as easily
simply.
These done as when scalded and the skin
of the dishes we prepare.
(Copyright, " 1911 by the McCluro
Syndicate.)
things will appeal to every one who comes oft as readily.
For a break
may be Interested in making home fast salad, chill the tomatoes, cut Into
YIELDED ALL BUT ONE POINT dishes with pretty garnishes. For In- quarters, cover with a French dress
stance, the small vegetable can" be cut ing made by mixing vinegar with an
even teaBpoonful of salt and a liberal
Even Approach of Death Could Not Into flowers, as follows:
Beets Cut beets In fancy shapes; sprinkling of pepper, and serve diMake Man Give Up Every
"
they make a pretty garnish for any rectly from the Ice so that It has not
Claim of Distinction.
salad; cut as cups to serve salad In time to wilt Tomatoes either sliced
are excellent
"Yes, tWS Is an emblem of mourn- carries out the red colour scheme; thin or quartered
ing for one of my relatives," Baid tho sliced and cut like hearts carries out sprinkled with sweet peppers cut with
ribbons;
the scissors into water-thiman with the black band around his the valentine Idea.
Cabbage Cut cabbage head like with a sprinkling of chopped parsley,
sleeve. "Yes, he was an uncle. He
wanted to live awhile longer, but he flower; take out center and make in- or chives or equal amounts chopped
to slaw and serve In head. You can chives, tarragon and chevrlL Spanish
was taken two weeks ago."
also serve hot cauliflower for lunch- onions cut wafer thin are also deli
VWanted, to see another WashingaskeTT.
was
eh?"
birthday,
eon in cabbage head or any other vege- cious with tomatoes, whether served
ton's
alone or on crisped lettuce leaves.
"Yes, that was it. He was an old table salad.
Cantaloupes Cut cantaloupe in half, Fine cut celery la another satisfacman, and he claimed that once ho
saw and talked with Washington. Wo scallop, fill with green grapes and tory combination .to use with tomaknew that he wasn't old enough for serve as first course; can also serve toes.
that, but he stuck to his story and ice cream In the halves.
Celery Cut celery about 3 inches IMPORTANCE OF TABLE LINEN
was often written up for the papers.
Three days before he died, but when long, slash each end with scissors and
water until it curls; Well to Bestow Some Thought en
stand In
he knew he muBt go. he said to me:
"'Homer, I'm not exactly sure the then serve on lettuce leaves with may
Appurtenances Before They Are
man 1 talked to was Washington. IC onnaise ; this makes a good relish.
Purchased and 8hapad.
might have been someone else.'
Lettuce Cups are pretty to serve
In buying a table cloth one should.
"Next day he was uneasy for a while salad In. Usefresh, crisp lettuce.
and then said to me: "
Potatoes Boil and cream' well by it possible, haTe the exact measure
" 'Homer, I don't think I was ever running through ricer; season with a ment of the table for which It is inwithin a mile of Washington. I've little butter, milk, white pepper and tended; the usual length Is from two
f
to three yards. It the
said that I was, but I'll take It back.' salt; when a little warn, color dell and
to
"The next day, and three hours be- cately, put into tube, and make Into table is a square one,
fore, his .death, he called me to his rcren, sweet peas, etc., or mold Into
of a yard is allowed to fall
bedside and said:
morning glories or nests and eggs. over the ends. Many of the new
" 'Homer, I've been thinking about Make Into cups large enough to hold cloths have the design round on a
Washington.'
raw egg, ' run in stove until egg Is square cloth, which makes them espe" 'Yes, uncle.
cooked, and serve around steak. cially attractive for the round table,
" 'Ive finally made up my mind that Make mound serve chops around it. as the cloth can be cut circular withI never met him.'
out disturbing the pattern; usually
and sprinkle with peas at base.
-- ".'Well, don't worry about it.'
Radishes Small red radishes can these have a circle of flowers, or the
" 'But I once came pretty near It, be cut to look like carnations or tu- satin bands, according to the design
Homer.'
lips; they make a beautiful garnish in the border. In the middle of the
" 'There, there, uncle.'
for aspic in green, and are pretty on cloth to fit the top of the table. Nap"'I'll be darned If I didn't see his leUuce with salad; cut In slices, they kins should match the cloths, and
tracks' In the mud and follecjem all look pretty on meat salad; cut with there ought to be two dosen allowed
of 40 rods!'" Baltimore American.
celery, they are nice to serve In pep for each cloth; one dosen of each
size.
pers with a taste of onion.
4
Tomatoes Cut tomatoes like pond
Cotton Ropes Do Not Tire.
German Dumplings.
Cotton ropes used for power trans lll'es; serve with slices of cucumbers,
Grate three or four cold boiled potabe as a salad. Cut as cups,' take out
mission purposes do not seenv-t- o
so exposed to mechanical "fatigue" or center, mix with cucumber and cel toes. To these add two thoroughly
weakening through long continued use ery, and serve with mayonnaise; these beaten eggs, a little salt and ono-ba-lf
as one would naturally suppose this cups can also be used for sweetbreads cup milk. Stir In enough flour so you
Serve In slices, with can form into balls with your hands.
not very strong material to be. At and chicken.
least this appears to be proved by ex- cottage cheese between. Cut nice to Be careful not to get too stiff and
periences with sucb ropes, where, in matoes In half and put cheese flow- flour your hands. Drop into boiling
cotton ropes ers In center; serve on lettuce leaves, salted water and boll about 20 minone Instance, twenty-fou- r
utes. When they have boiled about
inches in dione and
ten minutes turn over quickly without
Cold Potatoes.
x
ameter employed for direct transmis
In summer we will And it very con sticking fork Into them and covet
sion of 820 horsepower from' a twenty-evenlent to have cold boiled potatoes again. Pour gravy over them same
ight
foot flying machine.
for use In potato salad or for frying as for potatoes.
Gravy made after frying pork chops
for
breakfast or lunch or for creamed
Always In Evidence.
Is best
"What's the matter with Willie?" potatoes.
We now find bacon and eggs so
asked the member of congress, whose
Cooking In a Jar.
agreeable
and also so easy to cook
first thought is for his family.
until she has tried it will a
Not
heating
house
that
of
the
little
with
"He ate too much candy," replied
we can easily dispose of the cold housekeeper realize how delicious are
the mother.
frying in bacon fat This vegetables and fruits cooked in a Jar
"And Tommy Isn't looking well, potatoes byusing
of meat while giving In the oven rather than oxyip ot the
will save
either."
possible
tendency
to balance the lighter stove. As little water
good
a
"
"He took off his flannels too early
lull flavor ot
should be added, then
weather.
hot
in
so
desirable
diet
and caught cold."
the foodstuff is reta' .j. A casserole
I suppose I might
"Well, well!
answers admirably for vegetables or
To Keep Mattresses Clean,
have known It. Every time anything
Mattresses become soiled very easy fruits prepared in this way. Apple
goes wrong you find sugar and wool
A good way to keep them clean Is to sauce, rhubarb, prunes and beans are
are responsible.
get unbleached cloth, the cheap kind Borne of the things which are really
is Just as good and not so heavy to excellent cooked in the oven. The
Down the Line.
wash. Make a case just large enough process is simple for the housewife,
operate
suca department store
"To
to fit the mattress, so it cannot for there Is not the danger of burning
rcessfully, you gotta understand wom wrinkle..
aa on top of the stove.
-en."
Sew it acroes the head, leaving the
"I s'pose so."
When Making Mint 8auce.
foot onen. Slip it on and draw it
"For Instance, a lady who comes In down smooth, and Just sew It here and
Whin making mint sauce if hot
for a paper of pins begins operations there to bold It In place. When It be vinegar Is used instead of cold it will
by looking at refrigerators or lace cur comes soiled take it off, wash, iron greatly Improve the flavor and give
'
tains."
the tauce better color.
and replace. Cool, clean and sweet

'

good-nigh-

.

.

New-pap-

er

n

ice-col- d

one-hal-

one-fourt- h

one-thir- d

'

-

three-quarter-

s

y'

ter, extinguishing his. burning clothes.
His body, arms and face were severely burned, but he managed to make
his way to Mountalndale, where puysl
clans say he has a chance for recov
ery..
,

'To Prevent Rusty Irons.

To keep Irons from rusting, rub them

with mutton fat, wrap in common
brown naDer. and put them away in
a dry place. If they have ' become
rusty, they may be made smooth and
bright by putting some white sand on
a smooth board and rubbing the Iron
over It several times. Christian Sci
ence Monitor.

About 8tocklngs.
Having trouble with my stockings
wearing out at he heels, I haj'o'hv
covered that a very good wnjj: to prevent this is to sew a vteffot velvet
Inside the back ot thexfioes. This
makes the stockings laBU4nUch longer.
Exchange.

Some Exercise.
"Duke," said the medical man, "you
adoui roiatfiea.
motor, ride horseback, and biplane,
Put the potatoes iff soak a little
You never work. Your legs become
Ginger Sherbet
while with a small $lece of common
atrophied from lack of exercise."
Fill tall glasses, with lemon Ice and soda in the watery and you will find
"My legs get some exercise, doctor.
I kick the servants quite frequently.11 on each sprinkle a teaspoonful of pre they are much easier to scrape and di
not toil the Angara.
served ginger cut Into tiny bits.

c
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CONGRESS

PRESIDENT WILSON

READS MESSAGE ON MEXICAN SITUATION
IN JOINT SESION.

OUTLINES

POLICY

FUTURE

The United tatea Will Hold Those
Authority Strictly to Account

In

In

Future.

.

Washington. President Wilson appeared In' person before Congress and
laid bare to the world the details of
this . nation's effoKs to bring about
peace In Mexico; the facta concerning
Huerta's rejection of the peace proposals and the policy to be pursued
now by this government.
The President announced the position of the United States to be as fol.
.
lows:
No armed Intervention.
Strict neutrality "'forbidding'" the exportation of arms or munitions of war
of any kind from the United States to
any part of Mexico."
Under no circumstances to "be the
partisans or either party to the contest that now distracts Mexico, or
constitute ourselves the virtual uin- plre between them.
To urge all Americans to leave
Mexico at once and to asBlst them "to
get awy in every way possible.
To let everyone lrl Mexico, who assumes tar exercise authority, know that
this
"shall vigilantly
watch the fortunes of those Americans
.who cannot get away and shall hold
those responsible tor their sufferings
and losses to a definite reckoning."
"That can and will be made plain
beyond the possibility of a misunderstanding," the President said.
Negotiations for the friendly mediation of the United States are open to
resumption t any time upon either
the initiative of this government or of
.

.

a--

s

Mexico.

Accompanying the President's address was the reply of the Huerta
government rejecting the American
proposals. It was written by Foreign
Minister Gambo. It suggested the following alternative
policy for the
United States:
Reception of a Mexican ambassador
in Washington.
That the United States send a new
ambassador to. Mexico without re,

straints.
...
Strict observation of the neutrality
.laws and "see to It that no material
or monetary assistance Is given to the
1

rebels."
Unconditional recognition of the
Huerta government.
The occasion had not been parlleled
In more than a century.
No other
President since George Washington
has appeared before Congress on a foreign affair. The" Senate and House
assembled In the House chamber. As
the President mounted the platform
where Speaker Clark and
Marshall were waiting, the big
chamber.was hushed.
When Message Wat Read.
Attired in a frock suit, the President stood at the clerk's desk and
read his address in the easy, conversational tone for which he Is
noted.
Describing Mexican conditions and
the events that, led up to the negotiations Just concluded. President Wilson
outlined how "war and disorder, devastation and confusion, seem
to
threaten to become the settled for-tune of the distracted country."
As friends, he said, this conatry
could wait no longer for a solution of
things In the sister republic.
President Wilson read his instructions to John Llnd,
Praise for Mr, Llnd.
"All America cries out for settle
ment," read the note Mr. Llnd bore
to Mexico.
The President emphatically praised
the execution of his mission by Llnd
and said he was led to believe the
Huerta government rejected the
American proposals "because the authorities at the City of Mexico had
been' grossly misinformed and misled" upon the spirit of the American
people in the matter, "and upon a
mistaken belief that the present administration did not speak for tho
people of the United Stales."
So long as such a misunderstanding
continued this nation "could only
the time of their awakening to
a reaU4ation of the real Tacts,"
VVII
Triumph as. Friends.
"The BltMation," he declared, "must
be given a
tie more time to work lt
self out m tw new circumstances.''
nt men untuned the position this
fevernmon." Vu1d take. Concluding
his address, tflu president predicted
that the "steadV pressure "of moral
force will, beforemany (jayS break
; prla and prB.
rtown the .barriers
Judlce, ana- we snsjj triumph as Mex
Vice-Preside-

v'

'

'J
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ico's friends sooner than wo could
triumph as her enemies."
Didn't Read tiamboa'a Note.
Senor Oamboa's note which was appended to the President's address as
an exhibit was not read by the President, bbt was furnished to Congress
as a printed document.
Mrs. Wilson and her daughters tniF
Secretary Bryan had taken places i'i
the executive gallery. Other members of the Cabinet had taken places
on the floor. Eevery head in the
chamber had been bowed and the
solemnity of the occasion was impressive as the House chaplain, the Rev.
Henry D. Couden, in his opening
prayer, said:
"Rule thou in the hearts of our
rulers and sway the minds of these,
thy servants, that as a nation we
may move forward to all taht i pvre
and noble until all the peoples of all
the world shall recognize the purMy
of our Jmotlves."
Applauded the Message.
The President finished readln? at
1:21 o'clock.
A great roar of applause broke out. All those In the
galleries stood while the President
left the chamber and started bark to
the White House.
- .
The Joint session at once dissolved,
the House adjourned and the Senate
went back to its side of the Capitol.
Mexico Gave It Little Heed.
The City of Mexico. The Mexican
government Is very silent on the message which the President of the United States read before Congress outlining the situation in this republic
and the attitude of the United tSates
government. The minister of affairs.
am boa, was advised by
Kederico
private messages of the delivery 'and
the contents of the message. He said
that the officials of the Mexican government had no comment to make.
"We are authorizing,"
said the
minister, "the publication of the original notes exchanged, which I understand are contained in President Wilson's message, and the further publication of the two supplementary
notes."

London. The London morning papers, commenting on the message, are
not altogether sanguine of the wisdom
or success of President Wilson's policy, but are agreed that it is almost
certain to lead to American intervention, therefore Indicating that a grave
"
crisis has been reached.
"PresThe Morning Post says:
ident Wilson will have his hands full
If he sets himself up as the censor
of morals for the presidents of
and If the United States
accepts the duty of supporting the
duly elected president, Mexico would
become in fact, If not in name, an
American- - protectorate."
The Express says: "President Wilson Is not the man to bluff on such
a question. From his stern and explicit message, it Is clear that Mexico must either climb down or fight
If the former, she admits American
suzerainty; if the latter, she may lose
her independence altogether. Great
Britain has large Interests and much
to lose by war, but it is difficult to
how
British sympathy
understand
could be otherwise bestowed than on
the United States
Excessive Faith In Ballot.
The Dally Chronicle considers that
President Wilson displays an excessive belief In the virtues of the ballot box, and that had the United
States, like other powers, recognized
Huerta,
he
Provisional
President
would have established an orderly
government throughout Mexico.
The Daily News sayB taht it only
the European powers do not stiffen
Wilson's
Huerta's back, President
policy will prove as judicious as it
Latin-Americ-

Is

prudent

The Daily News says that if only
declares that what the Washington
government most needs is a policy
and asks whether President Wilson
supposes that the American citizens
In Mexico, managing public utilities
representing $50,000,000 capital, can
put the railways and tramways In
their pockets when they leave, or
whether they are to leave them behind. It says that the message should
be quite popular in Mexico.
"Its only possible claim to reason,"
the paper adds, "Is that It is the pre- curser of an ultimatum, and of this
we have no hint. Is not Mr. Wilson
an apostle of peace?"
"The postmaster at Plunkvllle says
that if he doesn't handle more mail

they'll close the office." "Tell him to
put an ad In the local paper stating
'
rich widow wants husband." Louisville Courier-Journal.

Ab Adkins, who Is trying to invent
an alarm clock which will awake his
proper time, expects too
son
much from Silence.
at-th- e

Usually when a girl meets a man
she likes on the street by accident it
isn't an accident at all.
Every man thinks he knows a lot
about women until he marries one.

' It Isn't half as far from virtue to
vice as it Is from vice to virtue.
Some people are as unpopular as a
last year's popular song.
A girl keeps

a

her

nan loses bis.

w1U by flirting and
-

.
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NEW

MEXICO.

.EXPENSE

MANY PROMISING FINDS OF THE SEASON

OF BASEBALL

Few Clu&s Will Show Profit This

Year, Says Somers.

tt

Sv;.;

President of Cleveland Club Details
Cost of Running Team and 8ays
','
Game Has Not Improved to
Any Extent Recently.

w '

v

"

"Few of the major league clubs
will show a dollar profit this year,"
remarked

Charles Somers

President

of the Cleveland club recently. "The
fixed expenses are too great, and with

the modern plants to take care of
only winners have a chance.
"It takes $1,000 a day, rain or shine,
s
major league club,
to run a
f
of
at the present time, while
this amount would run a club in the
American league ten years ago. I
doubt If the article of baBeball Is as
good ts It was at that time, and the
only improvement that I can notice
1 Ms In conducting
tbe game. I
I
f Va
"Ten thousand dollars was paid
for the release of ball players 25
years ago, but they were not crude
minor league players, with only a
fair chance to make good. They were
the best In the business, and the
player that would bring
brand
$40,000 at the present time. However,
stars are not on the mar-ke- t,
for the club owners know that it
would bo a sure suicide to dispose of
s
a
man for cash.
"Champion teams often, break up
In a year or two, and unless well bandied become a plaything, as players
go to the bad when they lose their
ambition.
"Chicago is the only western city
that can live without Sunday ball, and
this helps the eastern clubs when
playing In the west. The western
clubs are well handled from a business standpoint, and all have fine
Larry Chappell of the. Chicago White Sox.
plants, and Pittsburgh and Cincinnati
can boast of baseball parks the equal
Big league baseball scouts are be- a look over the youngsters now ca- of any In the couniry, while the St
wailing the scarcity of ellgibles for vorting on major league diamonds we Louis owners will build a new one
They have beat- find evidence In abundance to indi- this, winter. The one magnate to let
future greatness.
.
en the "bush" from Canada- to Cuba cate that such Is the state of affairs. well enough alone Is the little "shau-neen- "
Many'
youthful players have bobbed
and from Maine to California, juid,
of Chicago. In this way he
while here and there a man worthy up into the spotlight of stardom since has the. game beat, and Ib not worry--ln- g
of a trial has been spotted, In al- - the .1913 season got under way, more
about increased expenses..
than for a number of seasons back.
"The minor, leagues - are growing
shot stronger financially each season and
An even dozen youngsters
forth this year as real masters of they are satisfied with 'modest ball
the mound seven In the American parks. - It does not take a national
league and five in the national. Twelve bank to run clubs minus a smat army
Pdebutante twirlers who already rank of officers with nothing to do but look
close U) the best of the veterans. In wise and draw down fat salaries. I
Han Johnson's circuit Boehllng and know of league clubs who pay their
Engel of "Washington, Russell of the officers more salary than it took to
White Sox, Houck and grown of the run the league twenty years ago.
Athletics, Keating of the Yankees and
winners,
"The players are
Leverenz of the Browns have made whether the club makes good or not.
good right off the reel, while Tom
at the games bothers thorn
Lynch's organization boasts Demaree Attendance
they travel better than
little,
but
and
of the Giants, Mayer of the Phillies, grand opera singers.
Ab 'a rule the
Rudolph and JameB of the Braves and boys are well behaved, and would
Chief Johnson of the Reds.
rather talk of farming, fishing or
Unless the expensive Larry Chap-pel- l hunting than baseball. They have no
JK '
fulfills expectations, the Ameri- Interest In the history of the game
can league will not be able to boast or the great work of the builders up
a single star inflelder, though the Na of plays, invented by men long since
tional glories in the possession of dead. There has been nothing new
three In Stengel of Brooklyn, Burns n baseball In the last twenty years.
of New York and Kqmmers of Pitts"Ninety-nin- e
per cent of the presenburgh.
t-day
players are Rlmply imitators,
The older organization hps also been with never a thought of anything
more fortunate in developing star
new until the game has grown meVlox of the Pirates, CutBhaw chanical. The club owners, colit-iof Brooklyn and Groh of the Reds are
Ray
Keating of the New York crack second basemen; Maranvllle of businesslike, lack the enthusiasm ot"',.,
the old stockholder." Yankees.
Boston is a shortstop of the first calimost eve.-- instance it has been found ber; Myers of the same team la
that the Object of their admiration is playing a fine game for the Braves at
sewed up tight by some rival club for third. Lavan of the Browns and
of the Yankees are the best
later delivery. The chief complaint
of the scouts Is of a scarcity of prom- of the new generation of American
Catchers Gos-setleague Infield talent.
ising young pitchers.
a Yankee, and Howley, a memCan It be that the scouts combed
Under the conditions that have conthe field so thoroughly last year that ber of Connie Mack's tribe, also looks fronted him. Manager BUI Dahlen has
they themselves are responsible for like the real, classy goods and are done exceptionally well.
the conditions they bemoan? Taking making good.
While talking of the real finds of the
season, what's the matter with PitchIn
nant.
the
series
world's
the
for
er Dausa of the Detroit Tigers?
WAS MOST POPULAR PLAYER
championship which followed,- Dongiven
always
has
been
credit
a new'pitcher from
.Cleveland
Jlggs Donahue Was Developed as ahue
for being the man .that put the' fight Maysville of ias
the Ohio State league,
.First Baseman While Playing With in the Sox and enabled
them to win Dashner by name. He is a
Duffy at Milwaukee.
four out of six games from the
unbeatable Cubs. After
When Jlggs Donahue passed away this series Charley Comlskey, himself
If McDonald, the Boston Braves'
at Columbus one of the most popular a first baseman of remarkable ability,
players ever connected with a Dayton stated that Donahue was the "greatest great .slugger, could field as well an
he can bet, he would be In a class by
ball club expired, writes Jerry in the first Baseman of all time."
himself.
Dayton News. Donahue was a memIt was not only his sterling worth
ber of the Old Soldiers In the days as a ball player that gained Donahue
If McDonald, the Boston Braves
of the Interstate league, helping Bill his great popularity with the fans in
Armour bring pennants to this city. every city In which he played. Dona- great slugger, could field as well as
He was sold to Pittsburgh and after-tvar- hue was one of those fellows who he can bat, he would be in a class by
drifted to St. Louis, Minneapo- make friends with everyone
they himself.
Detroit asked waivers on Loudon
lis and Milwaukee, being sold by the meet. AHways cheerful, able to take
club to the Chicago White the applause of the fans on and off with the Intention of sending him to ,
Sox, where he gained his greatest the field without exhibiting conceit, Providence, but the Yankeoi blocked
fame. In this city, in fact, until he he had bis admirers by the thou- the transfer.
was sent to Milwaukee, Jigga was a sands, and It Is not only In Dayton
Joe Willis Is pitching good enough
catcher, but being a
the fans are grieving over the unIndianapolis to make up for
thrower, he was unable to make good timely end of - this
hero of ball forlemons
all the
that the Cardinals sent
behind the baf In the big league and the diamond. 1
.
Kelley before Joe came.
it was Hughie Duffy at Milwaukee
.
N
Team?
Cleveland and Two-Mawho conceived the idea of making a
rootIowa,
a
Waterloo.
has
band
of
f
wrecking
out of the bustling ball
Whenever the Cleveland
player. .The former received made crew,conipoBed of Lajole- - and Jack- ers called, the "Nut Club." A cocoa
good off tbe reel, and It was only a son, falls to connect the team la of nut attached to a blue ribbon Is tbe
matter of months until he was a star second division caliber, according to a official emblem of the nutty ones.
at his new position. In 1906 his re- Cleveland critic.
It Is a remarkable coincidence that
markable, fielding, daring work on the
Chlck Gandil is thinking of going to three catchers of the caliber of
bases, hitting In the pinches and winSchalk and Sjchang shou. a arrive'
ning spirit were big factors In the Cuba next winter with Calvo and Acos-t- a
to play ball with the Fe team, In the American league all In tbe am"'
success of the Chicago White Sox in
year.
landing tbe American league pen- - which conslsti largely of Americana.
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governComtesse Ellse, daughter of
or of the Mount, has chanrethe
encounter
with a peasant boy. The "Mount," a small
(slant!, stood l;t ys.Kt bay on
the northwestern coast of Stance, and
during the time of Louis XVI. was a government stronghold. Develops that thS
peasant hoy whs the son of Seigneur
nobleman. Young Desaurac determines to secure an education and become
a gentleman; sees the governor's daughter depart for Paris; Lady Ells returns
after seven years' schooling, and entertains roany nobles. Her Ladyship" dances
with strange flRherman. and a tall to
arms Is made In an effort to capture a
mysterious Le Seigneur Nolr. He escapes.
Lady Ellse Is caught in the "Grand" tide.
The Black Seigneur rescues and takes
her to his retreat. Ellse discovers that
ner savmr was the boy with the nh.
Sanchez, the Seigneur's servant. Is arrested and brought before the governor.
I.ady Ellse has Sanchez set free. .Seigs
neur and a priest at the "Cockles."
tells Desaurac that Lfdv Ellse betrayed him. but is not believed. The
Seigneur plans to release prisoners at the
Mount. Lady EllBe pleads with her father to spare the lives of condemned prisoners. Disguised as a peasant Lady
Ellse mingles with the people nnd hears
some startling
A
mysterious
facts.
Mountebank starts a riot. He Is arrested
and locked up. after making close observations of the citadel, ' and la afterwards
summoned before the governor's daughter. The governor enters the room during
the interview with the Mountebank. As a
miserable buffoon, the Mountebank Is released by order of the governor. Desaurac overpowers guard and dons soldier's uniform. The Seigneur successfully
passes guards and flrtds the "Great
Wheel." Jacques, the jailer, forced, to
tread the wheel and bring up enemies of
the governor. The Black Seigneur liberates the prisoners. The Seigneur again
made prisoner. The Marquis de
visits the Mount. The ladles and
nobles Inspect the dunereons. Ellse visits
the Seigneur. Lady Ellse engages Nanette, daughter of Pierre Laroche. friend
of the Black Seigneur, as maid. Nanette
plans the release f the Black Seigneur.
The Marquis and i.ady Ellse ride Into an
ambush. Lady Ellse is held as hostage.
Prisoners are exchanged. My Lady for
the Seigneur.
I'rtek-hdiin- d

San-che-

Beau-vllle-

f HAPTfeR
That evening

TAyWHS

(Continued.
found the Black Seigneur la the Desaurac forest'; where, as
a boy, he had fled for shelter, now
some Instinct, or desire he did hot
strive to analyze, drew blm. As slowly he made his way through the wood,
on every hand familiar outlines and
details, seen 'vaguely in the last light
of day. Invited him to pause; but
without stopping he moved on to the
ce.stle, and up to the chamber, where
Sanchez, returning from America, had
found him, a vagabond lad. Through
the window the same unobstructed
view of the Mount dimly unfolded Itself in the dusk, and for some moments ho regarded it august, majestic; glossing its heart's black secrets
bearwith specious and
ing! As he looked, there suddenly
came to him the remembrance of an- other Impression; Che same picture,
seen through the eyes of a boy standing where he was now! Then had the
Mount seemed a maYvelous series of
structures,
magical home
of a small and falry-llkcreature, with

soek him now," however;1 the
Governor was fully - occupied elsewhere, looking' to interests more
lo himself and to
Her ladyship! the fire leaped wild-ly- (
hs laughjng at fate's foolish prank.
Her life for-hlWhat Irony! If she
had betrayed him? "If?" His laugh
crushed possibility for supposition;
but almost at once itself died awuy!
Indissolubly
with
the
associated
thought, a scene in a dungeon must
needs recur; her denials; the touch of
a hajid; the appeal of light fingers
thrust through the bars! Why? The
Questions he had asked then, were
reiterated now; the hand that had
gripped hers opened, closed; once
more he seemed to see the steadfast,
unswerving eyes; one j more seemed
to read in their depths, "Believe!"
The pine branches continued to
crackle as with merriment; but his
gaze was somber. How glad she must
have been to see the end of her captivity! The sudden leaping of yonder flame was like the quick, bright
flush that had mantled her cheek af
sight ot her liege, lord to be! They
should have arrived at the Mount ere
now; ebout this time were entering
the gateBJ He could see her, the Marquis at her side
A sudden sharp detonation afar dissipated Ihe picture. Other explosions'
followed, like volleys of muskets; and,
springing to the window, the Black
Seigneur looked toward the Mount;
from It, flashes of light gleamed and
glimmered. Then the loud report of
a cannon reverberated in the distance.
CHAPTER XXXI.

XXX

e

The Attack on the nlount.
The rock loomed black before them,
as the troopers, escorting the Governor's daughter, rode up to the Mount.
Entering the town, at it's base, dark
walls on either side of them shut out
the broad map of the heavens and left
but a narrow open space above; few
lights were visible, so that many of
the houses seemed tenantless; even
at the tavern, unwonted stillness prevailed. Apparently was the return
in twisting street and tortuous byway, where hostile faces nad
been prone to frown upon the soldiers
of bis Excellency, emerging from, or
ascending to, the stronghold of the
summit, now only chill drafts of air
swept down to greet them; passed on
with shrill whisperings, and died
away in the distance.
Nearing the massive portals that
opened wide Into his Excellency's
realm, my lady suppressed a shiver;
but the Marquis, in a low tone, ventured to Jest on tbev depressing and
melancholy aspect of the Mount at
that hour. To these light remarks she
returned no answer, and he'had Just
begun to rally her on a certain quietness of spirits, apparent on the beach
and irreconcilable with the circumstances of the moment, when a sharp
exclamation fell from the girl's Hps.
In front of thorn, between the soldiers and the entrance to that upper
part of the Mount, many dark formB
had suddenly darted forth; at the
same time from near-bhouses came
unmistakable sounds of life and activity; doors were thrown open and
windows raised. The town they thought
asleep had merely been watching; now
showed its bright eyes in a multitude
of menacing lights around them; below, where likewise a mysterious marshaling had occurred, from alleys, corners, and hovels, Immediately after
the passing of the Governor's party!
"What does it mean?" Again she
heard the Marquis' tones, less confident now, as ;he turned to the commandant.
"Treachery!" The commandant's
voice rang out "They've broken faith
with us!"
v"Dogs!" My lord gazed uncertainly
ahead; dubiously behind. "What are
we going to dp?"
"Do?" The commandant suppressed
an imprecation. "Push on to ,the upper gates!"
"To the gates!" cried the' Klarquls;
then wheeled quickly.
'But you
Ellse!"
"Never mind me!" she returned,
with steady lips and eyes.
There was no time for further
-words; a sharp order from the com
mandant and the troopers spurred forward toward the entrance In the wall
well-time-

.

Looked Toward the Mount.

hair of shUilng gold. Dusk turned to
night; in the distance the Mount vanished, and through the break in the
forest only the stars twinkled.
Then lighting his flr.e.'.the young
man sat down at the side; with faculties alert, listened to the wind; looked
they leaped
ot th flames. Demon-likbefore his eyes, as when he had waited and watched for the emissaries ot
his Excellency; and mechanically he
placed his weapons on the same spot
he had been wont to lay them in those
days. There was lit.ite likelihood they
e

'

and those' whose purpose It was to
PPire theni.
What happened thereafter the girl
was but vaguely cognizant of; reports
of guns, flashing of steel "surrounded
her; the clattering of hoots mingled
witi the loud shouts of men.
"The Bastile of the North! Down
with It!"
This was their battle-cry- ;
on every
side she heard It, though hardly realizing the purport of the words; confused, she listened to her father's name
her own bandied about. She wondered why those cn the wall, the soldiers within, did not fire and repel all
these people.
Then almost at once came the answer. The troopers' comrades were
mixed In the melee without; she and
they, too so adroitly had the moment
for striking been planned mTght be
swept down in the volleys from the
ratnparts. A cannon boomed above;
but Its deafening reverberations were
answered only with laughter and jeers
Mon Diou!
Did his Excellency
think to frighten them with sound, as
If they were timid children fleeing
from thunder?
Was his Excellency
aiming at stars?"
And again that cry: "The Bastile of
the North! We, too, will take our
Bastile!" dominated the clashing of
arms and the tumult of strife.
For what seemed an interminable
period, the Governor's daughter saw.
through flashes of light, men struggling, striking; then launched suddenly forward, by an Irresistible, movement of the horses, found herself within the gates. . The Marquis who had
early been separated from her In the
strife, was nowhere In sight. .Behind
now sounded the fray; a short distance from tire wall, and she looked
back; fiercer than ever, soldiers and
people contended within the entrance;
beneath the portals. As she strove to
restrain her horse she heard the voice
of her father.
"Mon pere! Mon pere!" she cried
eagerly, divining his face In the light
of lamps on that side ot the wall. He
answered only with a laconic command
to go at once to the palace; and, regarding his features, tragically appealing to her at the moment so strange
and different they seemed! she prepared to obey. But ere turning: "You
think the soldiers can hold the gate?"
she asked.
"Yes; yes!" he replied sharply, as
v
If annoyed at the question. .
'
"But
"There Ms no. 'If'!" said the Governor, and as' the girl rode away, bis
look," hard, steely, shifting to the soldiers, made quick mental note; they
were holding the gmteB. Satisfied with
the front his men presented, and, delivering a few brief orders to the
commandant whose valor in rallying
his forces had been commendable, his
Excellency walked toward the great
stairway leading up to the open space
near the church. Arrived at this high
point from which the town unfolded
Itself in the starlight and flicker of
lamps, he sought, as best he might,
to acquaint himself further with the
situation; to judge the numbers of the
assailants and the extent of their preparations.
The scene that met his eyes was not
so reassuring as he had expected; that
which until now he had considered but
a spasmodic outbreak of a comparatively few townspeople, excited by the
news of the Bastile and bent on any
petty mischief, resolved Itself into
more than an orderless, desultory uprising. To his startled gaze the rock,
llky an ant-hil- l
disturbed, seemed
swarming with life. Even as he peered
down, new relays of men poured upward from the dark byways to the reinforcement of those already gathered
at the portals, and, for the first time,
his confidence, bred of contempt for
the commonulty, became slightly shaken.
Fate, which had struck him
sharply in the capture of his daughter and the enforced negotiations leading to the release of one he would
have ilealt with after his own fashion,
now .(ripped bim closer.
What did
It poitend?
Whence came all these

tu

wanting!
Muskets, pikes, swords,
must have been kep concealed for
some time la the town at the bate of
the Mount or on the shore. In Ms
mind's tie, too late perhaps, his Excellency could s
now how the assault .had long been planned, how all
these people had only been waiting.
For what? The opportunity afforded
by 'a treacherous word! Spoka by
.'
whom?
But a moment these reflections
surged through hit brain; an Instant,
and his gaze swung around, at towers
turrets as a magician might apprehensively survey a fabulous architectural creation, handiwork of bis dark
craft, threatened, through an Influence beyond his control, with destruction; then with a quick start,, his Excellency wheeled; .walked toward the
stairway. About to descend, the sight
of a figure coming up, caused him,
however, to pause; In the flare of the
light below, something In the manner
of the man's advance impressed the
governor as peculiar.
The movements of this person, who
was under-sizewiry, were agile and
first would he stop, look
around him and listen; afterward
spring forward a few steps as not
quite sure of his course. But still he
came on, keeping as Closely as might
be to the Cover of the shadows, until
a growing Impression be had seen the
fellow before resolved Itseir into
in his Excellency's mind.
Meanwhile, the Lady Ellse had repaired to the palace; a prey to harassing doubts her father's words had
failed to remove, she listened to those
sounds of the strife she no longer saw.
But that she wished to obey her father
unquestlonlngly now at, perhaps, a
supreme moment for both of them!
she could not have remained where
she was. Never had the palace looked
so blank and deserted; she rang her
bell; no one answered. The servants
had apparently all left gone, It might
be, to look down on and behold this
guerre a la mort waged near the gates.
Or, perhaps, had they all, except the
old nurse, fled from the palace, never
to return?
As she asked herself these questions.
In the distance the noise of the conflict grew louder; the shouts of the
people more distinct, nearer!
With
a sudden premonition of disaster close
at hand, the desire to see what was
happening to know the worst seized
her. No longer could she remain in
her apartments; she must 'return to

"I heard the Bring; battened t
Mount beret I trust not too late!"
"Too late I" she repeated wildly."
"Where else should the Black Seigneur be than here, at the Mount at
such a moment!"
"True!" ha returned quietly. "Wbera
else?"
Sb noted not the accent; behind
bim, through the open space a bright
fork of flame, In the direction of the
soldiers' barracks, shot Into the air.
and, at the same time, she saw that
the officers' quarters and out buildings
glowed red. The knowledge of what
it meant (hat ber apprehensions bad
been realised, sent a shudder through
her, and quickly as the door closed,
shutting out the sight, she ran toward
the threshold, one thought In ber mind
her father, and where she had last
seen blm! That she was seized, held,
restrained,
seemed but a natural,
though terrible. Incident of the moment.
"Pardon, my Lady! In a moment
they will be here, and tbey will not .
spare you! Your father Is not at the
gate; be left before the soldiers gave
way! Believe me, or not it is the
truth! As true as that. If you go out,
they will kill you!"
And did he not want that; why else
was he here? The young man's face
darkened; he made an Impatient gesture. They were but wasting time;
already were the people close without;
one of the assailants, a woman, had
been shot in the assault; the others?
Her Ladyship would understand; If
she wished to save heraelf? His tones
vibrated with strange eagerness. The
palace had a rear entrance, ot course?
Then had they better flee upward to
some place of concealment, and, later
when the people were concerned most
In pillage, endeavor to find a way to
leave the Mount. After that. It would
Her
be easy; bis ship was waiting
wild words Interrupted; her father
she would go only to him! She would
never leave him now!
That which she proposed was impossible, quickly the young man answered. The mob the terrible mob!
Did she realize to what she would expose herself? Did she know the terrible danger? More plainly he told
her. As for her going, It was not to
be thought of; he must see she did
not persist In her purpose.
"You?" My lady flashed him a
glance "You!" she repeated. "Whose
men broke faith "
"That may be!" Hla voice rang blt- .
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Not .til of them from the Immediate
iteighbt rhood! Voices, among the
had called out in what was
surely
Parisian dialect of tha
rabble; hve to propagate the revolution; exten I the circle of flame! And
Lhey had w n that arms were not

"They Will Not Spare You!"
to ber father; and then
The thought drove some
of the color from her cheek, but In a
moment her braver Instincts spoke;
there' awoke within her
and spirit of her Norman ancestry.
Pale, yet determined, she hastened
down the long, dimly lighted corridor,
and was nearing the door leading to
the street when It suddenly opened
and a man, tall and dark, showing In
his appearance many signs of the fray,
stepped in. At sight of her a quick
exclamation fell from his lips; his
bold, anxious eyes lighted. "My Lady!"
"You!" Her startled glance met hla
the ramparts

If need be

terly. "Yet," with stubborn resolution,
"your Ladyship must not go!"
"Must not! And you presume dare
tell me that! You',
"I would there were no need to crost
you, my Lady," he returned, when behind him the door, leading from the
street, suddenly opened; closed.
"Ellse!" The voice ot the Marquis,
who had hurriedly entered, rang out;
changed. "MonDieu!
What Is this?"
In the dim light, an Instant my lord
stared bard at the, man before blm;
then with drawn blade threw himself
upon him.
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. Raymond West spent several
days the past week in Portales
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Good two room house with
good well of water, located near
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Bennie Good came home Monday quite ill and is not yet able
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Since the rains P. T. Bell has
sale by the Kenna Record.
again reduced the price in hats
e
and shoes, as he was
Mrs. Oscar Roberson spent been selling them at cost and
several days of last week with below he is surely making some
her sick mother Mrs. J. W. Jen- real baigins now.
nings at Olive. She returned P. T. has just ordered out anthis week and reports her other car of one of the famous
mother's condition very much btnds of flour that he usually
handles, he bought direct from
improved. t
ihe millers gel ting the best price
We are just in receipt of a possible and is going to give his
the benefit of the good
lengthy item on "How to Kill customers
purchase.
Adv..
Rabbits", written by, II. C.
AgriculMcCowen, Assistant
tural Demonstrator, Santa Fe One of the finest rains of the
System. But our limited space season fell Wednesday evening,
this week does not permit of beginning about C o'clock and
printing the article in full. It pouring down steadily for mdre
says in part: "During the month than an hour.
From all appearances the rain
of May, take 1 part salt and 4
was
quite general, especially all
parts dirt, mix well, place on a
west
of this place, however we
large lid or retainer which is
not been able to hear from
have
placed at spots most frequented
great
a
dietance at the time of
by the rabbits. This is used as
going
to
press.
a bait and has no poison in it."
"About the first of June a solutHow's This?
ion of strychnine made by disW offer One Hundred Dollar
Reward lor any
easr
ol
lularrli that cunnot be cured by Haiti
solving powdered strychnine in Catarru Cure.
F. 3. CUK.NRY
CO.. Toledo. O.
boiling water and addingsyrup, We, the undersigned,
nave known F. J. Cheney
years, aud believe him perfectly lion,
for the but
this mixture being readily eaten orable lit all business transaction aud ununrlaliy
out any obhmtiona made by his firm.
by rabbits, and they will die able to carry Waldino.
Kinnan A Marvin.
Wholesale DruKlt. Toledo. O.
Hall's Catarrh Cure la taken Internallv. artlna
within 20 to 50 yards of where directly
upon the blood and mucous surfaces of tne
system.
Testimonials sent tree. Price ;t cents per
the poison is eaten."
wine, nnm uy aii'UruKRMia.
Take Hall's Family Pills for ennatlDatterj.
For the protection of live stock
a pen must be put amund the
Kansas City Stock Yards,
poison dish, especially if within Sept. 1, 1913. Cattle trade
last
a pasture, as cows, mules horses week was the most remarkable
and even hogs manifest a liking on record here, or at any other
for salt that would lure them to market in the. world. More
than
their death 'it the fatal rabbit 70,000 cattle, and 7,00o calves
meeting place."
came in, the greatest supply of
This en should be construct- cattle ever received here in a
ed strongly with a sufficient week in August, yet
number of wires to. turn aside made a net gain for the week.
all animals except the rabbits. The enormous demand for
thin
It is advised to gather the rab- cattle from stockmen in Iowa,
bits as soon after poisoning as Missouri. Illinois, and
possibly, and bury or burn."
stales is the foundation of the
cattle market at Ibis time.
Try Our After Pinner Coffee.
Each bucket contains One Solid
Skaikh Fou Diamonds Ix
Silver Knife and Fork both sil""itHKAXSAS.
ver wear and coffee are guaranDiamonds were first discoverteed to please you. $1.10 per ed in
Arkansas August 1, l'JOO,
bucket.
near the mouth of Prairie Creek,
Kenna Lumber Co. in the vicinity of Murfreesboro,
'
Pike County, and since that
A Man in the Open," Out. 3 time approximately 1,375 stones,
here-tofor-

15

prices
other

1

$?
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HARDWARE

Building Material
of hll

Farm Implements
Jnds.

T
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GROCERIES
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KENNA TIN SHOP
.

Forged Dkath Cektificatks,
Quebeck, Sept.

Luc Dube,
assistant superintendent. of the
Metropolitan Life Insurance
Company, charged with forging
death certificates appears in
court he? today to admit of in
audit of his books and a general
investigation. It is alleged he
signed death certificates and
collected premiums of living
people.

We make what you want in this line. Tanks, Well Casing,
Watering Troughs. Repair work neatly and promptly done,,

.

Greatest

Jeff

D.

White President.

Geo. T. LittlfiftelH Vir.e President.

Strictly a home institution
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w. m. Scott.
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KENNA LUMBER CO. g

"

Motor Boats at bargain pric s,
all makes, brand new machines,
on easy monthly payment plan.
Get our proposition before buying or you will regret it, also
bargains in used Motor Cycles. American's
Mr3. W. A Fry 1 ft Monday for Write us today. Enclose Stamp
points in Ark., to visit with her for reply.
Address Lock Box 11,
relatives about four weeks. .
J25-S2-

iVtV'V"'

poited to bave.xbeen found in
this locality. The diamonds in
Arkansas occur in a rock known
as peridotite, and for thi3 reason
search for further a rear of the
rock has been made. This
search' has resulted in the find
ing of three new areas, the
known extent of which is. much
smaller than that near Mih
freeslx)io. Thev lie within an
area of 1 square mile, about 3
miles from Murfreesboro. These
localities were visited by Hugh
1). Miser, of the united States
Geological Survey, and are described by him in Bulletin 540-an advance chapter from 'Con
tributions to Economic Geology,

STATE

Whiskey Advertising

',,..

The seventy-eight- h
year of its
existanco funds the- - Toledo
Blade more popular than at any
.
.
i
penoai uuring
its long, and successful career. The Blado is a
newspaper of National influence
and importance and goes into
every state in tho Union, thereby giving it and unquestionable
right of claiming to be the greatest national weekly newspaper
published in America.
The Weekly Bludeis distinct
ly a family newspaper.
The
one object of its publishers has
always been
it fit for
the American home, "for the
fireside, and of interest to every
member of he family. To fulfill this purpose it is kept clean
and wholesome. The news of
t
iiio worm is naiiuieu1 m a com
prehensive manner, and the
various departments of The
Blade are edited with painstaking care. The Household page
is a delight to the women and
children; current affairs are
treated, editorially
prejudice; the seiial stories are
selected with the idea of pleasing tho greatest number of
fiction lovers;' the Question
Bureau is a scrap-booof
the Farmstead columns
are conducted with the purpose
of giving the patrons a medium
for the exchange of ideas and
informal ion on farm topics. No
department is neglected, but
every featuid is taken care of
with the idea of making The
Blade worth, many time the
price of subscription one dollar
'
a year. .
Sample coppies mailed free.
,
Address,
.

All

Kinds of Job

Work

neatly done at Tlio Kenna
Kecord Office.
We carry a nice lino of

Writing pnpers," Envelopes,
Cards, Statements, Invoices
etc.

Your patronage solicited.

o

I

Jl

1

1

without

k

infor-matio-

n;

THE BLADE,
Toledo, Ohio.

.

DISTRESS

GROWING IN GERMANY.

Berlin," Spt. 5 With the
Autumn barely begun the
treasuries of charitable, a n d
labor organizations, which are
usually able to accumulate some
funds during the summer, have
been drawn upon to heavily by
the unemployed, that they are
practically empty. Berlin'
has been spending $200,000
a month during the summer for
the relief of the poor and bread
Hoes are already appearii g in
front of the meat markets and
Other ci tier . report
iiakeiies.
conditions quite as distressing.

SEPTEMBERS IN HISTORY.
1820- - TJie purchase of Texas by
the United States being discussed by the American and foreign
press.
1848-

- King's troops took

Mes-

sina, Itally.

allied French and
English forces made an attack
d
bv
land on Potropaul-ovsk- i.
18J4-T- he

Kea-an-

-

1870-

.

- The French republic'

pro-

claimed Gen. Trochu commander-in-chief
of the forces in
Paris, aud Jules Favre, minister
of foreign affairs. '
i
t
tk reported
itussians pre.

lw
paring to evacuate city.
T-

.

In ordec to prevent accidents,
Attacks on Port
in
the Pennsylvania Hail road is creasing; Japanese Arthur
allownot
planning to install a wire-lening defenders a moment.s rest.
telephone system on its trainu
for the ifse of engineers and 1912- - New outbreaks reported
in outlying Chinese provinces.
conductor. '
Legal Blanks printed and for
"A Man in the Open," Oct. 3. ou.e ay me .tvenna itecoru.
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02X404

Department of the Interior- - U. S.
at Roswell. N. M. Auk 30. iV.S
Notice In hereby glvn that Florence II.

SEND YOUR ORDERS DIRECT TO THE KENNA
RECORD FOR YOUR READING MATTER.
VVE GIVE YOU THE BEST CLUBBING RATES
THAT CAN BE PROCURED IN THE UNITED
STATES.
'

.

Witli
With
With
With
With
With
With
With

American

fotiltry Journal, for..
.'.

..

lions. N. M.
ftVO

.

Commoner, for.--

. .

,

Delineator, for
Every bodies, for

'

.

With

17.

Return limit Sept.

McUlure--

21.

With
With-Mode-

We Avant the
name ol every.
young man wno
Is ambitious to

mm
k

m.

BE A LAWYER
and we want to hear from every business man who wlsbes
that he knew BUSINESS LAW.
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kara Md.
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IngTOUrprMaDlwork.
BaBd today for baadtow.. aatal. and
Ik.
Mai of aac.M.1.1 rraduataa all
Ikvlr apportBRHf
U. B. wko
aalwariag aa aA. Uk. Ikl.1
ky

vr
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conititsroiiouica
tub BPBAon
SCHOOL Ck LAW
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DAVID L. GEYER
LAND OFFICE PRACTICE

SPECIALTY.
Office In Ramon Block
A

ROSWEI.L,

S

rn

Barber

NOP.TU

Magazine, for

. . .

'

BIDE

Agent for the Panhandle Steam

Laundry, of Amarlllo, Taxaa
.
a,
bi.
r n uA.n .
1.014

$2.3o
$1.25
1.85
;$1.30

National Farmer and Stock Grower, for
Pathfinder, for. . ..
Peopks Home Journal, for..
Peoples Home Journal, Ladies World and McCalls,
$1.75

Pini.lCATIOJf

NOTICE

fou runucATiox.
010HH

of the Interior, U. 8.
at Roswell, N. M. Auir. t. 1913.

Notice Is hereby triven Hint Ortear Lewis,
of ElWIns, N. M. widow of Jay D. Lewi.
decjcnsed, who, on Auk.. 5. 1907, made II. E,
ISiOR. Serial No. 01038, for NH SW4; Stt'K
8VW; NVVli SEM. Seo 9. Twp n, S, Range
in. E. N. M. P. Meridian, has filed tfotice of
Troof, to estabIntention to tnalie Bve-yeii- r
lish claim to the land above described, before
.lolinF. Carroll, TJ, S, Commissioner, In his
office at Elkins, N. M. on Sept. 16, 19rs.

Claimant names as witnesses:

Dr. H..L.. Fiscus.

r

3W4J:

Claimant names as witnesses:

Claimant

names

as witnesses:

T. Dexler Oonty.. Wllllnm A. McDowell.
John A. Hcott, Jlidson T. Abbott, nil of
Kennn, N, M.
SS-0T. C. TiLuyrsoN. Heulster,

NOTICE FOR ITBLICAT10X.

Department

of the Interior.

U. S.

Lntld oniee nt Roswell. N. M. Aug. S(T 1913,
Notice is hereby given thnt Lavina Ackley
of Elkins, N. M." who, on Mar. 11. lHO. mnde
II. E. Ser. No. 0i20l5. for EVi NEtf. Sec. IS,
H. 7e. & Lots !!, SEX KW!(,
Twp.
NWX SEX. Sec. 7
SWX NE X. NEX
Twp. 7 8. Range !8 E. N M. P. Meridian, has
tiled notice of intention to make three yenr
Proof to establish claim to the lnnd above de
scribed before J. F. Cnrroir, U. S. Commissioner, In his olllce at Elkins. N. M." on

S',

October

0, 1013.

Claimant namea as witnesses:

Thomas Williams, Frank Stephens. Henry
Hymnn. O. II. Morrison, all of Elkins, N. M.
T. C. T1LLOTSON.

SiOS

Resister.

NOTICE FOR rCRLlCATION.
08I.23B

Department

of the Interior,

You are hereby nolilled that Ella A. Slobb.
whoglves Valley View. N. M. as his
address, did on July 1, l'H J. file In this office
his duly corroborated application to contest
and secure the cancellation of your homestead entry Serial No. 025171. mnde MnrehSS,
lnio. for NH. Sec.'15. Twp. 7 S.. Range 3?E..
N, M. P. Meridian, and as grounds for his
contest he alleges tnat Charles R. Harris has
wholly nbnndoned said trnct of lnnd, and has
any part
not resided upon or cultivated
thereof for more than two years last past.
You are, therefore, further notified that
the snid allegations will be taken by thl
office as having been confessed by you. and
your snid entry will be canceled thereunder
without your further right to be heard therein, either before this office or on appeal, if
you fail to Hie in this office within twenty
dnys after the FtH'UTII publication of this
notice, as shown below, your answer, under
oath, specifically meeting nnd responding Iff
these allegations of contest, or If you fail
within that time.Jo file in this office due
proof thnt you have served a copy of your
answer on the said contestant either in
person or by registered mull. If this servicfi
Is mnde by the delivery of a copy of your
answer to the contestant in person, proof
of such service must be either the said
contestant's written acknowledgment of his
receipt of the copy, showing the date of
Its receipt, or the affidavit of the person by
whom the delivery was made stating when
and where the copy was delivered; if mnde
bv registered mnil. proof of such service
must consist of the affidavit of the person
by waom the copy was mailed staling when
iinrtilie post office to which it was mailed,
nno this affidavit must be accompalned by
the postmaster's receipt for thelelter.
You should state in your answer the name
of the post ofllce to which you desire future
notices to be sent td you.
T. C. Tillotson, Register.
Sept. .1. 1"13
Rate (if first publientlon
Sept-IS"
mi3.
" second
"
Sept. 1 1013.
,1,1,-"
Sept. 2. 1013.
" " fourth- ,-

-

N. M.

T, (I, TlI.trT.HlN,

Register.

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
ostic-

of the Interior,

Department

of the Interior,

U.- -

S.

Register.

Notice for I'lililicntloii.
oimo
Department of the Interior, IT. S.
Land Office at Roswell, N.M. Aug. 25,1013.

Notice is hereby given thnt Mnry J.
Crumbly, of Redlnnd. N. M. who, on June 10,
1911. made 11. E. Ser. No. OSIrfO, as Mnry J.
Smith, hut which was amended April 3, 1013,
to read: Mary J. Crumbly, for ES Seo. S.",
Twp. e S.. Rnnge 37 E., N. M. P. Meridian
has Hied notice of Intention to make three
yenr Proof, to establish oliilm to the land
above described, before Will A. Palmar, U. S.
Commissioner. In bis office near Richland, N.
M. on NEX NEX See. 1, Twp. 6 s. Rnnge 3T e.
N. M. P. M.on the 7dny of Oct. 1913.

(W3.VI6

f.nnil Office at Roswell, N. M. Aug, II,

U. 8
l'M.1.

P
Notice la hereby given tnst
Homiir. of Redlnnd, N. 'M. who, on Oct. 17 .
I'llii. made H E. Ser. No. (IS3506, for SH NWX
and NH SWX Section 17 Township OS.. Range
of
38 K.. N. M. P. Meridian, has hied nolice
intention to make th.ee yenr Proof, to es
tablisli olnlm to the hind above described-WitnessetetlniMy to he taken before Will
in his oillce
A. Palmer. 1J. S. Commissioner,
near Redlnnd, N. M. on NEX NEX Sec. 10
M. P. M. on Oct. 0. 1013,
Twp. 6 s R.sr-eN- .
and Claimant's testimony to be taken before,
Clerk of District Court nt Albuquerque, N. M.
on Oct. 6 I 'US.

S5-0-

A2'(-S'!- 6

'250,-000.0-

at

i

it

S

"

!

IWJ

BVl
"Il"

l

W

ASS-S'-

v--

.

.

to 246,227,080 short tons, in 1912. The number of dry
valued at $340,993,123, against holes drilled was 24; and the
235,218,230 tons, valued at
number of gas WHls abandoned
1912

Claimant names as witnesses:

Joseph A. Smith, Charley M, Myers. Laura
S. Smith, Casey Y. Smith, all of Clnudell. N,
Henry;
';
M.
Register.
V

.

026833

Department of the Interior, I?. S.
Land office nt Roswell. N, M., Aug 33, 191.1,
I.nnd Office nt Roswell. N. M. Aug. 18, P13.
given thalGeorue L.
hereby
is
Nolice
NOTICE FOR POLICATION.
Notice is hereby given I lint Joseph M.
of Redlnnd, N. M. w ho, on Feb. 0. mil
0J08K3
Olft.W
.
Cone, of Richlnnd, M. M. who. on January
mnde H. E Ser. No. 0SUI0, for RKX:
Department of the Interior, II. S. SWX. SWM SlVM. Sec. 3V nnrt SK'l iE.X Es
of 1013. ninile H. E. Herinl No. 0iU833. for NH
K
Lnnd Office at Roswell. N. M. Aug. 5, 1913. See. 31. Township 6 S.. Rnnge 37 E . N.M. P. Sec. 25. Townships S., Rnnge 35
N.M. P.
Notice Is hereby given that William Rudolph, Meridian, hns tiled notice of Intention lo Merldinn, bus lllcd notice of intention to
of Elkins, N. M. who. on .Inne 13. 1908, mnde mnketliree year Proof, to estnbllsli claim 10 mnke three-yeaProof, to establish claim
H.E. 15755, Sor. No. 015339. for NKk: and the lnnd above described, belore WUIA. lo the lnnd above described, before C. K.
on Nov.
. 1909, made add. entry Serial No.
Palmer, U. 8. Commissioner, in his ofllce. Toombs, V. 8. commissioner. In his ofllce at
(W0885, for N WW, Sec. S7. Twp. 6S. Rnnge 37
near Redlnnd. N. M on NEX NEX, Seo. lu. Richlnnd N. M. on Octobers, 1913.
E., N. M. P. Merldinn. has filed nolice of In Twp. 6 S. Range 37 K. N. M. P. M. on Oct. 7
Claimant names aa witnesses:
ar
tention to
Proof, to estab 1913.
Lorenzo I). Young. Lew is H. Fnw , T. Lee
lish clnim to the lnnd above described, before
lineman. Frnncis M. llee.nnn. all of Richland
Claimant names as witnesses: .
John F. Carroll, II. S. Commissioner in his
Mnbry O. D:inforth, Allle, N. M. John T. N.M.
ofllce nt Elkins, KJI. onSept. 9, I91S,
T. O. Tillotson, Register.
A in i:fl
j'oriler, Esau HUlherry. lotei h M, McGntin,
Claimant names aa witnesses:
Redlnnd, X. M
all
of
Charlie E. Miller, George W. Dice. John
S5-0, T. O. Tillotson. Register.
Heisig, Thomas A. Williams, nil of Elkins. N,
V.
M.
T.
TiLUiranif .
Think There Are Too Many Expositions,
Nolli-for Pulillenf loa.
A8-S-

to-da- y;

H. W. BucUae,

post-offic-

Notice for FuMicittlon.

-

Department

Red-lan-

E

z,

Claimant names as witnesses:

Silas F. Reeman, Michael S. IHacltburn. John
W. Stlirnll. Chnrles Peek, nil of Richlnnd,

1

I

Bo-a-

on Oct. 7,

N.

-

s

0

1QI3-T-

Claimant names" as witnesses:
Jaines W. Itecd, Joseph d. Illnckford. Oliver
Maeklln. nil of Elldn, N.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Powell, William
BenjnminC. Shnrry. Vance V ..Greer. Thomns
1,
I'. C. Henry,
Thomas J, Keller, Robert D. Turner, Charlie Keller,-- ' limes 11. Henry, nil of Redlnnd. N. M.
Register. S. Lealhernninn, Oharlie C. Smith, all of
rtflSU
T. C. Tillotson,
Register.
N.M.
T. C.
BUCltfltE S SttCS SUUEE0
NOTICE FOR FUBLH'ATIOX.
Register.
09637
F 8.
non coal
'Slm40 tm huH4 Nw BlnM. A trlavl Will '
Department of the Interior. TJ. S. Land Of
The quantity of natural gas
t
uaka you our pru:iiuttui oustuuier.
(Ice at Fort Sumner, N. M. Aug. 7, 1913.
- PENNSYLVANIA COAL.
produced
from wells in Texas in
Pri?e cpnectiQn
affissid-:
Notice is hereby given that J limes O.
11 ilia Unwit ; Tnraia. f )lenUid ; UnU, 8 be. vti.
Production In 1912 Nearly
Total
M. who, on June II,
N.
Clnudell,
au
uh
of
Johnson,
lu
vprinf.iaw.riMi
huit.
10
Tn.netif
1912
7,405,077,000 cubic
was
tlaa.
I90H, mado Add. homestead entry No. 066'
Short Tons.
$1,005,077,CO.
valued
Mention this Paper.
feet,
Writ
for NKV. Section 8. Twp. t 8.. Range, 30 E.;
N. M. P, Merldinn, has tiled notice of Intention
combined production of Tho total number of gas wells
The
Proof, to establish claim
to make three-yeaSEND 10 CENTS
at tho dose of 1912
eovr pUga ui4 pck tng ftftd racairs kla TttlttftVl
to the land above described, before . A anthracite and bituminous coal in Texas
puatuaial. toretiMr wiin my
ccIUcmvm M
Ucuuillui Peed and 1'l.Kt B.ok, I Coffer, IT. S, Commissioner, in his office at in Pennsylvania amounted in was 87, of which 24 were drilled
lntrwrUir, Um
k!U ail slKiul
vstlifa of Sawla, flaou, al. I Elldn. N. M. on the 1st day of October 1013,
1
STREET

SPECIAL OFFER:

18

.

William Horner,
observer, postoffice address,

U. S
Land Office at Roswell. N. M.. Aug 58, 1913.
With--Woma- ns
Notice in hereby given thnt Jnmes II.
Home Companion, for
,.$2.10
Trusty, of Iledlnnd, N. M. who, on Feb. 87.
1911, male
H. K. Ser. No. OSf'230. for SM
SWX, See. SI. N' NWX. Sec. . N!i NH of
Nolle tor I'lilillontli-B- .
NOTICE FOIl ITBLICATI0X.
- V. S. Section !0. Tw-i- 6' S . Range S8E. N. M. P.
non-con- l
OKlil
,
027018
'
f
Department of lie Interior, U. S. Land
Doipartmpnt of the Interior, tl. 8. Meridian, has fluid notice of Intention to
m nko three year proof, to establish claim to
Ofllce at Fort Sumner. N. M. July 1", 1913.
Lnnd Cflli-- atlti swell. . M. Aug. 5, 1M3. the land above described, before Will A.
Notice is hereby given thnt John J. flnrner.
Is herebysiven Hint Jnmes
. Sllgall.
police
of Kenna. NM. who, on June 3. 1911, made of Richland, N. M. who. on Feb. 7. 1 lis. mnde Palmer. U. S. Commissioner. In his oPIce
near Redlnnd, N. M. on NEX NEX. Sec. 10,
Add. homestead entry No; 09641. for NWX. H. E.
Ser. No. 017018, for W See 30. Town- Twp. fl S., Range 27 E., N. M. P. M. on Oct.
NK!4,tSeo. J8. Twp. 6 8., Ilanire 30 E., N. M. ship
6 S, Range ;5 K., N. M. P. Meridian,
8, 1913.
P. Meridian, hns tiled noilce of inLen'.ion to
filed notice of Intention to make three
Claimant names as witnesses:
make three-yen- r
PiQfi to estnbllsli claim to hns
year
Proof,
to
claim
eslnbllsh
lnnd
the
Will.ain-I- . Tuinerrvenson V.ilreer, ilcnjn- the lnnd above described, before Dun C. nliove described, before C. E to
Toombs,
U.
min C. Shnrry. Thomas .1. Keller, all of
in his office
Savnite, U. S. Commissioner,
S. Commbwloner, in his
at Kenna. N. M. on the 5th day of Sept. 191:1, N. M. on Sept. 13. 1013. . office ut Richlnnd. Redlnnd. N. M".
T. O. Tlt.UiTSON, Register.
Claimant names as witnesses:

Chnrley E. Miller. William Rudolph, George
i
C. Cooper. Willlnm H. Duvls. all of Elkins,
T. C. TILLOTSOU,
N.M.
Regibler
AI5S1J
Notice ior l'lililirution.
l)S!M9
F. 8. v 0583
non conl
Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
ffki(skian A tJurgecn, and ffrcp, t f ortlce at Foit Sumner. N. M. Aumist I. l'll.l.
Notice U hereby given that Homer C.
i
Cramer, of Kenna. Jf. M. who, on Feb, 6,
9he Vienna )rugstere.
entry No. 0573. for
1909. made homestead
(Mll4fiiMtlWWMtr)liirt,illISlHi
Seo. 31. Twp. 4 S- Unnge 30 K., nnrt on
9ure, fresh iDrugs 4 "Chemicals, ytll NVM.
Sept. 7, !9in, made ndd'l. homestead entry
kinds ffatent Viledieines A dtcek-- Rem No. 0f.1l?, for S WX. Section 7, Twp. 4 no-8
Range Si) it., NM. P. Meridian, hns filed
Proof,
ediea. dtaticnern. Rubber "feeds and tion of Intention to ninke three-yeato establish claim to the land above described
Soilet rfrtldes.
before Dnn C. Snvago. IT. 8. Commissioner.
in his ofiV.e at Kenna. N. M. on the 13th
PLenna,
VH. day of September IUI 3.

X

$2 00

.
. .".$1.70
Msdern Priscilla, for
Priscilla, Ladies World and Pectorial Review,

John R. Holman, William II. Cooper, Joseph
A. Cooper, Harvey W.Fr.v, all of Kennn, N.
C. C. HuNiir,
,
M.
; Al-S' neitlsteR
,

1"

Partly cloudy
Cloudy

of the Interior, U. S.
I.nnd Office nt.llosvell. N. M. Au'. 59, 1'13.
N. M.
Notice is hereby iilven lhntTilden A.Mnrbut of Kennn, N. M.n lio, on Mar. II, Ifllt
m.ule Addltlonnl. H. K No. 02M6'i. for SK1
nec. 11. Twp. T S Rnnire&l E.N. M. P. MeJSOTICF. OF CONTEST.
rldinn, hns tiled notice of Intention t make
rfi74
OKI 71
three-yea- r
Proof, to establish cliilm 10 the
Dffiiartment of the Interior, IT. S.
land above described, before Dun C. Untnire Lnncf Office at Roswell. N. M. Aug.Kfl,
U. S. Commissioner, in his otlice nt Kennn.
Chnrles R. Harris of Kenna, N. M.
1813.
M,

$2,00

'.

Total
Clear

T. (' 1'llAimriN. Register

-

$1.70
P.ctorial Review, for. ......... rTi.
With Pictorial Review, Modern PrisciTta. Ladies World and
$2.G5
Housewife, for
$3.00
With Review of Reviews, for
$2.50
With Saturday Evening Post, for
;
$1 15
With Successful Farming, for.
$1.75
With Texas Stockman and Farmer, for.
$1 70
With Century Farmer, for,
Magazine,
Home
,.$1.G0
for
With Uncle Remus,

T.nnd Ofllce

R. L. ROBERSON,

Tb e

4

Department

N.--

.

,

With McCIures and Ladies World, for

Ninty day Tourists tickets to for
With
Health resorts in Texas and al
With
Gulf points on sale any day.
With
For full particulars see
' With
T. O. El rod, Agent
for.
KENNA,
NRW MEXICO
With

hilnil .

llousf-keepinu-

It

Precipitation.

0J.1MS5

.
for.. ..
"""Account Reeve? County Fair
$2 50
IlomS
With
Ladies
Journal,
for.
Pecos, Texas, Sept, 1G to 19th.
With McCalls (with patterns,) for. .
Round trip fare ?8.30. Tick
With MtCalls (with patterns), Ladies World, and Peoples
ets on ralegrpt, 14, 15, lo and Home Journal, for,
.$1.75

Good

Maximum temperature
Minimum temperature
G rentest daily range

"Department

I1.C0
.$1 G5
.$1 C5
?2.00
12.00
$2.00

,....'..

Mt'iin tomiKTature

at witnesses:

NOTICIJ POIl

..$1.35

. .

AUG U.ST

Temperature.

Perry W. Drown, Charley C. Lnvton, Eliza- bcth V. Cnlhotin. Lee K. Robertson nil of

$1.30

.
Arkansas Traveler, for
;.
Belter Fruits, for
Cliicago Inter Ocean and Fanner, for

MONTHLY SUMMARY.

Clnrk. of llonz. N. M. who, otl (September 3,
1910. made II. 10. Ser. No. 0M.K
for NWX.
KWK SK'l. See. 15. hm amended Dj 26. Ml I
o include HH 8KX. NWX SEX See. 10 nil in
Twp. 8 8.. Range Si K., N. M. P. Merldinn.
has tried notice of Intention tomnke three-ren- r
Proof, to es'nblish claim to the lnnd
above described. before Dun C. Pnvnge, TJ. 8.
Commissioner, in tils office at Kcnno. N. M.
on Oct. il. 19'8.

Claimant names

S, t)ep t of Jfggricultur
"Weather SSureau.

Sfa on,

and OITioe

THE KENNA RECORD
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NOTICE FOli 'TBMCATION.

SPECIAL BARGAINS IN
READING MATTER.

Fresh, RollubU, Purt
liuarinteed toPleise
Krrry OnMenitr nd

&P5CIBL OFFER
10 CENTS

NE vV MEXICO.

RECORD, KENNA,

6.
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Washington, Sept. 4 Within
the past few days it is paid that
President AVilson and Secretary
Bryan have been informed unofficially that European countries are lieginning .to grow
tired of expositions and that fact
has figured very largely in the
refusal of some of the nations
to participate in the San Francisco Fair. It is pointed out
tluit-evc- n
in this country each
time Congress has been asked
to finance a world's fair response
has been more and more reluctantly given, although finally tl o
lequisite millions have been
doled out. Beginning with 1870
the several world expositions of
An. erica have cost more than
$5o,000,000 of the
money, and many very patriotic
persons have argued that such
national expediture is not justi-- I
tied by any national return.

people's

v.,

The ReCoRD, Kknna, new Mexico.
,
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All IMMENSE NEW INDUSTRIAL PLlllIT FOR CHICAGO

Adtemibs
Twenty-on- e

,XIL

.MMMMMM

'Blip!

t

-

'

.

Twenty one

new

Thbfe Is at present only, one elephant, a male from India, and as he
is tomo forty or fifty years old, the
two new members of this family,
which are practically babies, will be
valuable accessions. One of the elephants Is about tour years, old and
stands five feet, six inches, while the
other, the female, Is sx months
younger and U toftly about four and
feet in height. It is estif
mated that they weigh about 700 and
900 pounds respectively, and yet the
male even will look like a pygmy beside the sole representative Ip the
park, which weighs in the neighbor
African elehood of 11,000 rounds
phants are usually priced by dealers
at from S3.500 to $5,000 each, but
these cost considerably less, having
been bought from the government at

'

,

t

J
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'

New Animals for the Washington Zoo
'
--

1

i

'V

.V

'

A

..

1

r.

one-hal-

WASHINGTON. Just arrived at the
National Zoological park In Washing-

ton from Gleza, Egypt, whers they
were purchased by W. H. Black-ouVnfrom Captain Stanley Flower,
Wirector of th Government Zoological

e.

Ipark.

4

1

'

Shipment Includes three Ara-hla- .
camels, two elephants of the
?orm that occurs in the Sudan region,
three Hamadryas baboons, two 'cheetahs, three lemurs, three Circassian
goats and three Arabian, one Korin
nd one Jorcas gazelles. Nearly all
r representatives of species not
included 4ft the Washington zoo,
(and the chctetahs will be the only animals of .iil8 sort In the park.
Th

he-to-

Eleven Dogs and a Crow

--

"
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"When completed, the new plant of
the Calumet Baking Powder Company,
now under course of construction, at
South 41st avenue and Fillmore
street, will prove a fitting monument
to the ability, honesty and progres-slvenes- s
which have rendered possiGleza.
ble the tremendous growth of one of
The new additions will bring the Chicago's most prominent industrial
or individ- Institutions.
total number
uals In the park to . about 1,500, a
This Immense b)aht. the (estimated
slight Increase over the number at cost of which Is $250,0d0, ts a strictly
this time last year, although the total modern
and basement, fire
concrete building.
number varies annually through the proof,
A
Size, 260x100 feet. One of the novel
death l'Bt of the Inmates.
and interesting features of this, the
largest and most efficiently equipped
Baking Powder plant in existence,
Special Pets of Firemen Will
be a cantilever shipping platform
five-stor- y

i"--

.

.,-

projecting over to a switch track on
a level with the second floor.
Automatic machinery, modern Bp'
pllancet and paBsehger and freight
elevators of the lateBt type will be
installed and employed in manufacturing and handling tho company's
product.
Hans which, make possible a maximum amount bf glass area and the
highest degree of sanitation have
been carefully and scientifically prepared. Spacious and splendidly appointed rest rooms are provided for
employes.
One entire Aoor will be devoted to
laboratory and research equipment.
The Installation of a modern bakery
for experiment purposes insures the

-

.
,.jfcjx'5?.' , ;
maintenance of the high standard of
excellence for which Calumet Baking
Powder is famed;
The Calumet Baking Powder Cot
pany was brgfthlzed a --quarter tif a
cehtUry ago by Mr. Wm. M. 'Wright.
The company first began the
of baking tiowder in a conl
parattvely small way, with limlte
ranltal. Alodorn methods, cdmbine
with high grade materials and an unwavering determination ti produce
an article Of superior quality hav
created a demand whlcH necessitated
the erection bf the new Caluihet plant
have made the Calumet Company a
substantial factor in the Industrial
life of Chicago, and won for it a patronage which is a benefit and a credit to the city. Adv.
.

manti-factur-

Their Business Needs.
Doctors are not necessarily hjrpd- critics."
'up the street, nearly always there will
December 71 Set Apart as Period of
Of course not."
be seen, running and barking before
Of
Combating
Special Effort In the
"Vet how can they mean It whefi
the steeds, a playful and Intelligent
cago hotel. Bryan had been stopping
'
The White Plague.
"doir.
at the hotel and soon after he left a they wish people Well?-tnere are 11 such mascots In the
delegation of college boys from a nearSoothluif Byrup for Children
local fire department, and they are
Churches, schools, labor unions, by institution came to vlist him. The Mrs.Wlnslow'B
teething, Boftens the (rums, reduces InftnmmA-tiqn- ,
just about as proud as can be; for In
organiza
other
comhappened
and
be
orders
to
fraternal
head Walter, who
allays pam.urea wlud collc,25e a bottle.
a day or two Tax Collector Rogers will
tions to the number of 200,000 at least ing off duty, was corralled In the lobbright,
to
Issue
them. Without cost,
put together tlwt Is, Will be asked to join the
Large by Comparison.
bulldog
by of the hotel, and, amid enthusiastic
hew, glittering tags. These dogs are not until after some feathers had
workers Of the country in the cheers, was compelled to make a
"I have nothing to wear."the most intelligent and best trained come out and some crow had disap observance Of the Fourth National speech.
"You have plenty to wear," declared
canines Tn the city. They are faith- pearedbut such Is not the case at Tuberculosis day, which has been desHe gave the college boys much kind- her husband. "Just compare your
ful to 'their masters.
No 7. Jack and Jerry are the best ignated for December 7, according to ly advice, told them to persevere, and wardrobe with that of girl in a comic
There are Tom, and Rags, and Bell, of friends, and play with each other an announcement issued by the- Na intimated that some day they might opera.
and Nell, and Jack, and Teddy, and day after day without ever getting tional Association of the Study and rise to his position.
Bubbles, and Nig, and Billikln, and into a scrap.
Prevention of Tuberculosis.
Exception.
The next day the ,colloge students
Nell, and Minnie. Among the most
The movement will be furthered were looking for the speaker, with
Jerry was presented to the Bremen
Don't you think man is greatly in
interesting of these is Jack, a black- - about a month ago by a friend, and is throughout the country by more than clubs, for a morning paper had pub- fluenced by his environment?"
bulldog, belonging to En now possibly three months old. The 1,000 anti tuberculosis societies work lished this headline over n account
"Not always. I once knew a man
glne Company No. 7, In R street North crow's wings were clipped at first, but ing through various state organiza- of the speech:
who drove a sprinkling care for nine
west, between Ninth and Tenth now it is unnecessary, for Jerry loves tions and the National association.
Students Get Advice From Head years and died of acute alcoholism."
streets. And Jack has a companion
his home, and has no intention of leav Personal appeals will be made to Waiter."
a black one, and a very strange one. ing unexpectedly. The bird does just clergymen, school principals and leadUnpleasant Prospect.
too a crow, named Jerry.
about as It pleases; flies around the ers of various organizations urging
I see an automobile for you," said
"Examinltla."
Now, some persons would naturally neighborhood, struts proudly up the them to set aside a definite time durLet us remember that there Is such the "Hindu Princess," as she read the
conclude that ''there was not much street, makes visits to the neighbors. ing the week preceding or the week a tning as examimus, ana umi a future.
peace In a place where a crow and a and plays with pigeons, cats, and dogs. following December 7, for the lecture
Where shall I get it?" asked the
brain crammed with a multitude of
on tuberculosis.
may show up brilliant skeptic. "In the middle of thfe bade?
facts
useless
Last year over 60,000 churches gave ly on an examination, but be so
attention to this subject on Tubercu- clogged as to be unable to put the
Takes His Vacation in Rocker on Capitol
Somewhat Previous.
losis day. It is hoped this year to knowledge to practical use. We know
sort Of people are the Twob- What
he smokes and reads and talks with well the number of churches to 100,- we are raising the pedagog's ire by bles?"
visit
whoever happens along, until the 000 and to urge similar action be thus stating that there is such a
'When invited for a week-enTHIS '5 TH)
small boy who bosses him shows up sides In a large number of the schools thing as too much knowledge, but as they show up bright and early Tuesat lunch time and pilots the way to and other societies. The Tuberculosis a fact the world's work Is being done day morning."
'
Of 4
home across the street All afternoon. day campaign will come this year dur by specialists, who are 'densely ig
f
VACATION
until dinner, the man reads magazines ing the Red Cross Christmas seal sale, norant of everything outside their reNot Able to Be Pecked.
and smokes and dozes, and moves his It is planned ta urge the churches of spective narrow spheres and
of
"What does 'Impeccability' mean?
part
in
a
definite
country
to
take
whenever the
chair to a fresh shade-spo- t
many things inside, too. American asked the teacher la an eighth grade
the sun gets around to him, and, once this movement.
school.
Medicine.
In awhile, takes looks at the grass and
"Not able to be pecked," was the
LIGHT BREAKS IN
white clover and dropped oak leaves
reply from the bright pupil.
prompt
Rewards.
Necessary
Thoughtful Farmer Learns About
A- GREEN ribbon of grass edges each through a magnifying lens.
of
life
prizes
not
for
the
Were
it
Coffee.
200
average
In the evening he comes back to the
than
no
fewer
an
On
side of a double car track up
are
Few
there would be little effort.
Capitol hllj way. There are big, leafy trees with a coat over his shirt and a
Many people exist in a more or less those who labor for love, and the law people are killed by , lightning every
cigar.
And
tie.
collar
and
Later
a
spots
chiltrees that make shady
for
hazy condition and it often takes years of creations seems to have contained year.
dren to play under, and alwayB near- on, his wife and the small boy. come before they realize that tea ana cot-fe- the necessity for straggle, with a re;
over for a visit and the neighbors
ly always there is a breeze.
are often the cause of the cloudi ward attached. Sons go out to labor
Every morning a man comes with a drift out with chairs and camp stools, ness, and that there is a simple way as a matter of course, but daughters
FEEL ALL USED
splint rocker and a pipe and props while odds and ends of children play to let the light break In.
needed at home, where
A worthy farmer had such an exper are sometimes
himself under a tree. He gets there all around.
comDoes vour back ache constantly? Do
ience and tells about it in a letter. He they will not remain without money
What about it? Oh, nothing, only
about the time the birds are awake'
you have sharp twinges when stooping or
pensation. To fit all girls for
avs:
c
va
The man Is taking his
and stays until a small boy comes and
lilting f Do you teei an usru uy
'"For about forty years, I have had getting is the duty of parents, but
you could just go no further?
takes him away. That means break- cation with pay. Before this, he has Indigestion
stomach trouble in they' need not be driven to use that
and
always gone to Atlantic City and com
fast.
Kidney weakness brings great discom
various forms. During tne last a knowledge outside of home if parents
As soon as that is done with the home broke, and so dead tired from years I would not more than get over
fort. What with backache, headache,
willing, to make them
and
able
are
dizziness and urinary disturbances it is
man is back under a tree with a morn- overstrenuous efforts to enjoy himself one spell of bilious colic until another Independent financially.
Half the
no wonder one feels all used up.
ing paper. And there, in the comfy that be couldn't get In working trim would be upon me.
to
serve
would
wages
a housemaid
The best doctors I could get ana keeps aofdaughter as a valuable home
coolness of crash trousers and a china for a month. This year he figured that
Doan's Kidney Pills have cured thou
sands f just such cases. It's the best
silk shirt with no collar and a leather what he most wanted was a rest. Tou all the medicines I ccuild buy, oniy worker. The benefit to the girl can
gave me temporary relief.
recommended special Kidney remeay.
thong belt to keep himself together. can't get rest at a seashore resort
Exchange.
"Change of climate was inea wua- - not be overestimated.
A South Dakota Case
out results. I could not sleep nights.
RaT II. Chasa.
bad rheumatism and my heart would
Profitable Meeting.
S. U.
rir(il! IT N Alexandria.
at times so that It seemed
says: "Pains la
profitable
discus
"D'd'you
Trill i Story. VJ I 1 my
a
have
This Limestone Lion Has a 24-Ho- ur
Steady Job palpitate
nearly
ooay.
my
back
out
of
jump
It would
bent me double.
the literary club today?"
"I came to the conclusion tnat mere sion at very.
system was
My
Mrs. Wombat got confl
is surprising bow many animals
"Oh.
urlo
with
filled
111
was no relief for me and that I was
My appetite
acid.
you may discover if you hunt
about wound up. when I saw a Postum dential and told why her sister left
me and 1 lost
left
weight.
The kidthem among the cornices and balusadvertisement I had always Deen a her husband."
ney secretions
trades of Washington houses.
coffee drinker, and got an idea front
were scanty and
filled wlto white,
A limestone lion snarls at you from
the ad. that maybe coffee was the
Hard to Tell.
fatty-Ilksubcause of my trouble.
a. lot of old shoes on
the front or 18321 street. It is a big
Doan's
were
stances.
'There
of
Instead
helpuse
Postum
to
began
Kidney
Pills
"I
three-storand basement house. The
street when I went cut this morn
ed me from the
coffee and In less than three weeks I the
flrat and continued
porch entrance and the first story are
new man. The rheumatism lng."
a
like
felt
use cured me. The
of limestone and the higher stories
"Wedding or a cat fight, do you su
cure has been per
left me, and I have never had a spell
manent."
courses.
brick,
limestone
with
red
of
pose?" Boston Transcript.
of bilious collo since.
r. rnn'a at Abt Store. BOe Bos
my digestion
On the east side of the front a bay
good,
Is
appetite
"My
The writer has seen that overload
window starts from the top of the
never was better and I can do more
Avoiding Disappointment.
ed lion many times and always exbasement and extends up two stories. tends bis sympathy to him. He seems work than before for 40 years.
CO., BUFFALO. N. Y.
"Why
not go to Bosco beach? The
be
"I haven't tasted coffee since I
Much of this bay window rests on always to say that it is bad enough
very
very,
In
good
the
looks
Dlace
it
makes
My
wife
gan with Postum.
the lion's back. PerhapB that is why for a
lion to be cooped
to directions and. I relish It booklet."
lie appears so fierce, for the window up in a zoo as an exhibit for weak according
SUFFERERS.
and I was
coffee,
"So good that I don't want to spoil FREE TO ALL
as well as I ever did
HUM DOWH'or'GOT THE BLUKS
If KoUisal'OUTurtUHli
Is an overload for a lion, more re- mortals to gaze on, but to have a certainlv a slave to coffee.
illusion by going there."
the
from kioney, bladdkh, nkrvous disk. asks,
turrit
nowned as a beast of heraldry than as steady job. twenty-fou- r
CHKON1C WHAKNKSSUS.ULCftKS.ftKIN ERUPTIONS, tMLBS,
Name given by Postum Co., Battle
hours a day,
writ for my FRKft book. th most instructive
a beast of burden. That bay window holding up a stone bay window nnd Creek, Mich. Write for copy of the lit
MEDICAL BOOK KVER WRITTEN. IT TELXS ALL about thM
Inference.
DIHFASFS And th REMARKABLE CI' RES EFFECTED bf
a
load
a
more
Wellvllle."
for
to
than
book,
Road
"The
"
would be
tie
N.1.N.2.N.S,
THtNIWPRINCHflEMEUY.
food."
even
a
without
that som
"We all ought to eat suitable
Postum comes in two forms:
mule, though brick makers and stone mouse may gnawchance
V
inyou
suppose
loose,
him
Is
a
I
Then
"Indeed!
boiled.
well
be
must
Regular
Postum
It it's th rwe(t?.for VOUR own ilmnt. Don't wndacenu
dealers too often show a disposition worse fate.
powder.
No'tollowup
dulge
LeCXekO
1R
Is
Absolutely
soluble
circular.
a
Postum
FRtfi
Instant
U) MDQH.it NO.
to make a mule haul enough brick and
IklKO.CU. UAVJlkblOCK, KD.UAUCSIEAO
A teaspoontul dissolves quickly In a
'"
Jf
t
ca .
tone in one load to build such a bay
addi
with
the
average
knd.
eun
water
hot
of
India,
an
has
The native of
Definition of Joke.
FRFC Unique tUustratw! Booklet tjxplslnlii Toilet
window. The lion rests his front paws
sugar, makes a de
and
ot
cream
tion
years, as against rntt Ir.(aratu.n'i, Manicure and otberlnatrv- life of twenty-fou- r
f
Joke Something a woman
on the stone side of the ;, entrance
Dnnts, i m renting to ladies and faulllea. i'oatai
licious beverage Instantly.
forty-fou- r
In England.
uriuB iv. sw.sw4Ms f wtiny, imi m. luu Mraat, tfc
seriously. Smart Set.
staircase.
"There's a reason" tor Postum.
fire bell sounds and the
WHEN the and
trucks go dashing
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Double Trouble.
is told by the secretary
of state about one of his "doubles relates a certain head waiter of a Chi.
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TERRIBLE STATE

PRESIDENT LEAVES WASHINGTON
FOR FEW DAYS' REST IN
' NEW HAMPSHIRE.
.

Finds Help in Lydia E. Pink

ham's Vegetable
.S

. RELIEVED

ABOUT

Compound.

MEXICO

Bellevue, Ohio.-- " I was In a terrible
tate before I took Lydia E. Plnkbam'a

Will Allow Time for Huert to "Think
Things Over" Secretary Bry.
an Also Leaves the

i!!ij!ipjris!!!!!l;!j

.

Washington, D. C President Wll-son has left Washington for the summer capital at Cornish, N. H., still
hopeful of favorable culmination, ot
the negotiations undertaken by this
peace In 'Mexcountry to bring t

1

-

ico.

onJ

up to

the time- of the President's departure,
encouraging dispatches were received
from Nelson O'Shauglmessy,. in charge
of the American embassy in the t'?ty
of Mexico, bearing on the general situation. These readied the President
a few hours before train time and led
him to determine upon a'sliort rest
over Labor da.
Nothing In tne advices from the
City of Mexico gave the' administration officlels .cause for particular anxiety and It was the general conviction that a lull in the diplomatic exchanges would be beneficial to all concerned. The President, it is known,
feels that good may come from an
opportunity for the position of this
government, us announced in his message of Wednesday, to "sink in."
Excitement FUbsidins over the exchange of proptsals and replies would,
it was believed, lead to further
tlatlons between the officials of Mexico
and John Lind, tho personal repre- sentattve of this government.
' Mr.
Lind, it was asserted here,
had been instructed fiom Washington
to continue to act at his own discretion as to wlfether he should await
developments at Vera "Cruz, or return
"to the City of Mexico.
Up to a late hour no dispatches had
been received at the State Department from 'Mr. L,ind. Secretary Bryan
said before leaving for an overnight
trip In Pennsylvania, that lie believed
the envoy would remain In Vera Cruz.
Mr. Llnd, it was reported, probably
v
fcould fnake the next move In the
negotiations, which the President emphatically asserted in his message hud
not been. closed." The fact that the
City of Mexico officials In their second note of reply had receded from
the demand for an exchange of accredited ambassadors. It was pointed
out, left an opening for future moves.
The view was expressed that the
Camboa reply to the second American
note might actuate Mr. Lind to address a' third note to the officials of
the Huerta government.
Before deciding to go to Cornish.
President Wilson discussed the situation at length with Cabinet officers,
and arrangements were made whereby he could be notified at once of any
developments.
-

HODGES EXPLAINS HIS IDEA'
Kansas Executive Addresses the Go'
ernor's Meeting at Colorado
i
Springs, Colo.
Colorado Springs, Colo. ABsalllns
the two house system of legislative
government as at present constituted
as unrepresentative ana Inefficient,
Governor George II. Hodges of kan-sas- ,
in an address at the governors'
conference, Bitld If the people were to
gain control of the lawmaking bodltis
of the states they must abolish unwieldy legislatures and elect in their
stead a legislative body of not more
than sixteen members, who would devote their entire time to the state's
business.
,
The governor charged that members of one house of the legislature
now frequently "traded" with the
members of the other house for the
passage of certain bills they were personally Interested in and neglected
giving attention to other Important
legislation in which the entire state
was concerned.

pound.

being 'well and

.

Although no affirmative action

either side had been reported

Com-

My bacld
acheduntil I thought
it would break, I had
pains all over me,
nervous feelings and
Periodic troubles. II
NvJ was very weak and
run aown ana was
losing hope of ever

CarJltal.

at-ou-

Vegetable

strong. After taking Lydia E. Pink- fcam's Vegetable Compound I improved
rapidly and today am a well woman. I
cannot tell you how happy I feel and I
cannot say too much for your Compound.
'Would not be without it in the house if
it cost three times the amountl" Mrs.
Cha8. Chapman, R. F. D. No. 7, Bellevue, Ohio.
Because your case is a difficult one,
doctors having done you no good, do not
continue to suffer without giving Lydia
E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound a,
trial. It surely has remedied many
cases of female ills, such as inflammation, ulceration, displacements, tumors.
Irregularities, periodic pains, backache,
and it may be exactly what you need.
The Pinkham record is a proud and
peerless one. It is a record of constant
victory over the obstinate ills of woman,
ills that deal ont despair. It is an established fact that Lydia E. Pinkham's
Vegetable Compound has restored
health to thousands of such suffering
women. Why don't you try it if you
need such a medicine?
T
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Trie dyspeptic, the debilitated, whether from
excess of work of mind or body, drink or
oosure In

MALARIAL

ft

KENNA,

RECORD,

telONS,

will find Tut
Pills the most cental rotors
tlve over offered the uttering Invalid.
Oh Tboeune (1001) While rawllle wi ted to settle In
Harrison Uo., Texas, s'lnela dBcneap. PleDl. rainfall. tiuihf.r,rallro ds, oral roules.chnrche .schools.
Cor inf. write Ioaaf lea's Haiiaeaa Club,
maaU, Ina,
1

His Bust
Daniel C. French, the sculpto who
was commissioned to make the bust
of Ralph Waldo Emerson which Is
now in Memorial hall, Harvard
tells this story;
"At one of the sittings Mr. Emerson rose suddenly and walked over
to where the sculptor was working.
He looked long and earnestly at the
bust, and then, with an inimitably
droll expression, cald:
"The trouble is the more it resembles me the worse it looks."-

PRETTY

NEW

MUCH

MEXICO.

DIVIDED

Circumlocution.
He was new to a certain railway run

Really, When You Come to Think of in Wales this guard. Came to a station whioh rejoice In the appalling
It, Boy Had Not Kept Much of
name Llanfalrfecbanpwllgyngyllgoge-rych- .
the Original String.
"Want more string?" said Mrs. Hopper, as she drew her arms out of the
washtub. "Anybody might think I was
made of string, the way you go on.
Why, I gave you a great long piece
only yesterday. Can't think what you
do with all the string."
"Well, mother," said Dick, "I know
what I did with that piece. FirSt you
took half of it back again."
"I don't want no impertinence. If
parcels have to be done .up, whose
fault Is that?"
"Then Tom took half of what was
left to go "shlng for stickly backs in
the canal vhere there ain't none."
"Tom's your elder brother, and it's
your place to give way to him."
"Yes, I dare say; but it didn't leave
much, and father took .half of that to
mend his suspenders what he broke
through laughing at the motor accident, and sister had three-fifthof
what was left after to tie her hair
back." - "Ah, but what did you do with all
the rest of it?"
"All the rest of it! ,Why, there
wasn't but nine Inches Jeft for myself,
and aow was I going to make a telephone. of that?"
s

TIME

A

MATTER

For a few moments he stood looking
In mute helplessness.
Then, pointing to the board, and waving his other arm toward the carriages, he bellowed:
"If there's anybody there for here,
this Is It."

Mr.' Timkins of East Orange had
bought six new hens, from a poultry
dealer in Flainfield.
"Didn't you tell me that you got bb
many- as ten and twelve eggs a day
from them?" aBked Mr. Timkins a
few weeks later.
"That's what 1 told you, said the
Plalnfield man.
"I've had those chickens several
weeks cow and I never got more than
four eggs on any one day. How do you
account for. that?"
"Well, I don't know," said the guileful dealer, "unless It's because you
look too often. If you would look only
once every three days, you would
probably get as many as ten or twelve
eggs In a single day, Just as I did."
,ew York Evening Post.
-

Should. Carry a Tin Whistle.
Capt. Thomas E. Halls of the United States secret service, never learned to whistle. He simply can't pucker up his lips and make the whistling sound, and never could.
One day when he' was . walking
down a Philadelphia street, a

well-dresse- d

so long as you keep
the Stomach, Liverand
Bowels working regularly and when the first
siga of weakness appears be sure to take

at the signboard

Summer Annoyances
such as prickly heat, Ivy poisoning,
insect bites and offensive perspiration
are quickly relieved by applying
Tyree's Antiseptic Powder. 25c. at
druggists or write J. S. Tyree, Washington, D. C. for free sample. Adv.
Should Have Known That.
"Whv are vou romnhilnine?
head never rings."
"Nothing does ring when
"
cracked."

OSTEITE ITS

H

STOMACH BITTERS
promptly. It will help
you keep the t
te
normal, digest on per-

My

ar-pe-

it's'

fect and liver and
bowels active. Try it.

Dark 3ecret.
"Did Clara really have light hair?
And did she dye It dark brown?"
"That's not a- - fair question."

Catarrhal Fever
0 (Jnsoa often cnr
One
IxiHltt sl'OIIN'S guaranteed to core a casa
Bafo for hut man. liorM1 nr colt.
IhiM'n bottles tb. s del it of UruKtrlsu, parnesB dealers or direct fro 19
mi.1.
Mann fit t n wrs, mrn-es-

I to

OF MOMENT

Something Poultry Dealer Had For
gotten to Explain to His Very
Much Disappointed Patron.

"You're Safe"

ttl'OUX'S

1b

tli"

ircventlTe of all form of distemper.

bffci

Sl'OlIN M EPICAL TO.,
Clienitnta ami llnrtr rlolulsts, (jus ben, I nd.. U. 8 A

Be Kind to the Animals.
This is the time of the year whei
domestic animals need mopt considerate treatment from human beings.
The hot weather takes the life out of
many a horse that could go on working comfortably for years In a modTo the dogs exerate temperature.
treme heat Is as exhausting as It is to
their masters. The cats are not so
much affected by the heaf!, but this is
the time of year when the majority
of cat cwners seem to feel free to
go out of town and leave their household pets to the tender mercies of
their neighbors. So every city church
yard and school yard and every spot
which can occur coolness and safety
in the heart of a city has its population of neglected cats to whom it Is
a mercy to minister in July and August. Hartford Times.

Important to Mothers

Examine carefully every bottle of
CASTOKIA, a safe and sure remedy for
Infants and children, and see that it
Bears
Signature
In Use For Over 30 Years.
Children Cry for Fletcher's Castoria
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Uncle Sam's last big land
opening

1,345,000 acrcsof rich

prairie land thuran open to white

8.4C6 ht'mt-stea'l- s
of 160 acres
settlers.
each ure wait'ntf. Lmnted in NortheoHt-er- n
Montana, just uorth of the Missouri
Uiver, on the main line of the Great
Northern Railway. Rich, sandy, loam
soil caDable of raisin? 20 to 30 bushels of
wheat and40 to 60 bushels of oats per acre.
Register at
Glatgew, Havre or Great Falls, Montana
Daily Sept. 1 te 20 inclusive .

Drawing at Gtatgow,

Smpt.

23

This land has bcrn appraised at I2.ro to 97.00
ptr pere. Cn be lafcun. up under United States
Houtestnad Ikws.
full Inform-- T
IT Illustratedman-folderan- d
ation about Ibifl biu land opening will
he sent free if you write at once. Seud a postal
or letter to

rot1
iC
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young woman came running

E.C. LEEDY,
Any girl will cheerfully give up a
General
dollar to a fortune teller in exchange
Immigration Asent
going
is
for
the
Information
she
that
at the conductor of that car, bo he
Dept. 0000
to be married within a year.
will Btop the car for me?"
Great Northern Ry.
I
Captain Halls doffed his hat and
ST. PAUL. MINN.
Excuse will not hold friends that
said: "Madam, I am very unrry, but
nature has made it iriiussible for promises bring.
me to comply with your request".
YOU CAN MAKE BIG MONEY
The captain says the young woman
nt home with my Mull Ordor Plnn. Ot ers hare mad
stopped, looked him over with an air
UimiKHnrtt..
Yon run do the same, Complete plan
1
cvnih. KL'UKiS fc; H I L.L, llulte, Moutau
ERUPTION ON ANKLE BURNED of complete ' misunderstanding,
and
withered him on the spot with a pair
Wataos
Klngsville, Mo. "My trouble began of eyes that flashed all the scorn
InifUtn. Ii.C. llouHlre. Hlttb
PATENTS est
Uett resuita,
eighteen years ago. Nearly half "of that a superior being can give for a
iackache
Rheumatism
the time there were running sores "mere man."
Kidneys
N. U., WICHITA, NO.
around my ankle; sometimes it would
Who Am I?
be two years at a time before they
were healed. There were many nights
Last year 1 did not want to emI 'did not sleep because of the great barrass my best girl to make her prosuffering. Tfje sores were deep run- pose to me, so asked her to be my
ning ones and s6 sore that I could not wife, and she said: "I would rather
bear for anything to touch them. be excused," and I like an idiot exThey would burn all the time and cused her. But I got even with the
sting like a' lot of bees were confined girl. I married her mother. Then my
around my ankle. I could not bear to father married the girl. Now, I don't
20 GAUGE
scratch it, it was always so sensitive know who I am.
i'
to the touch. I could not let my
When I married the girl's mother,
HAMMERLESS REPEATING SHOTGU27
clothes touch it. r The skin was very the 'girl became my daughter, and
my
my
daughter
cap
called-I
married
out
when
father
red. I made what
The Model 1912 Winchester
the lightest, strongest
of white felt, blotting paper and soft he Is my son. When my father marrepeating
shotgun
on the market. It
and
handsomest
white cloth to hold It in shape. This ried my daughter she was my mothweighs only about 5 H pounds, yet it has great strength,
er.
If my father is my son, and my
I wore night and day.
because its metal parts throughout are made of nickel steel.
"I tried many remedies for most of daughter is my mother, who in thunTake down, without loose parts, is simple to
It is a two-pa- rt
the eighteen yearsywlth no effect. der am I? My mother's mother
Last summer I sent for some Cutlcura (which 1b my wife) must be my grandoperate and the action works with an ease and smoothness
Soap and Ointment. The very first mother, and I being my grandmother's
unknown in gun3 of other makes. See one at your dealer's or
time I used Cutlcura Soap and Oint- husband, I am my own grandfather.
St net to Wlxchttttr Rtpiating Armt Co., Nw Havta, Com., tor circular.
ment I gained relief; they relieved the National Monthly.
LIGIIT WEIGIIT, MCKJSl STEEL REPEATER.
THE
pain right then. It was three months
from (he time I commenced using
J. Pluvlus' Veracity In Question.
Cutlcura Soap and Ointment until the
Saturday afternoon
there' were
sores were entirely healed. I have black clouds and flashes of lightning
not been, troubled since and my ankle and the rumble of thunder, but no
seems perfectly well." (Signed) Mrs. general rain. "Sounds like It might
!h!)r
flat Qf- - t
JrVX
NOMH FOR THE FMOUN
Charles E. Brooke, Oct. 22, 1912.
rain," suggested someone. "Nix," reSTARCH
Cutlcura Soap and Ointment sold plied Mr. Pozozzle. "It has reached
Li ;'':!'Voojo?'5i
Rend
1'iCXi"V',ii,
tone from ton cent wrkim of Faoltleaa
throughout the world. Sample of each a point where I wouldn't believe J.
V1,!
Buirch and tea cei.ts la ktnuipa do cover poBltwoTy .
V
a Kliiubetb Ann, 22 incurs llu.
postand parking) and geV
vHUflrJlTfff3iTf
free, with 3
Book.
Address
Skin
Fluvius under oath!"
and
IJft:
pHci.aei
cent
tops
ten
tMina
from
lltthroe
aish.
VT
or
lIpfccfttT
t Miks Pboelte Primm
oenu In stamps nd
card "Cutlcura, Dept. L, Boston." Adv.
JfJ four
"
Mlas Lily White, twilve lDcheahiiU. Bond tops from 11
J!
ftt
ill fie
,U,
A
Ifj'i
cent parkac If jou wish, hut twlca as many are
Utmost Devotion.
a Slj
require dOut this sd. out. It will be aoeepu-A lit
JLUt2MZf
tops.
Ooij
cent
are
two
(he
or
leave her
plaoe of one tea cent
Margaret Would
uT"
PV l!.Jl:' Kv
Had to Have It.
li'l
7.
accepted with each application.
on
ilfejJri'J.Lii'rtv-iyTkhappy home for him?
"I must have a wig."
ad address plainly.
rmJr-rxJV'rit toaT
p
i
Katherine My dear! She'd even
"Why mutt you?"
leave a bridge game.
"Because it is a bald necessity."
in his direction and said to him:
"Kind Bir, will. you please whistle

and Bladder
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The Burghomelster Hachmann, With
600,000 Gallons of Crude Oil
Qoes Down at New York. .
New York. The steamer Burgno
malster Hachmann, with 600,000 gallons oi crude oil ablaze In its hold,
sank to the bottom of Butermllfc
Channel with a hiss that sounded
blocks away. Clouds of Bteam rose
above it' and hovered a moment over
the jtct ftisre it went-dowThe
channel Is shallow there and the
superstructure remained above the
water when the ship settled, but did
Cot burn.
--
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One satisfactory thing about
riage is the prelude.
i

mar-
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FAULTLESS STARCH CO.

There may be fun In doing the
things you can afford.
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"LA CREOLS" HAIR DRiSSINO.
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CASE IN CANADA

THAW

NEW MEXICO

KILLED WHILE ASLEEP
IN OWN

MEXICO.

THE HARRY

ASSESSOR SLAIN IN BED
HE WAS

NEW

HOME.

IN BRIEF

Mysterious Assassin of Mefquledes
Rael, Taos County Official, Escapes
on Horse Into Colorado.

Western Newspaper Union Newe Servlot,
DATES FOR COMING EVENTS.

Day at Fort
Thirty-fourt- h
an- 2
September
nual fair at Farmlngton.
;
9
Ban
September
First annual
Juan rounty fair at Aztec.
Sept. 25 Pumpkin Pie Day at Maxwell
7
Sept.
Colfax County Fair" at
Springer.
Sept.
4.
Northern New Mexico
Fair nt Raton.
October
Fifth annual Navajo
fair at Shlprock.
Oct.
State Fair at Albuquerque.
Sept. 10. Cantaloupe
Sumner.

Western Kcwnpaper Union New STVlr.
Taos, N. M. MelquiedeS Rael, assessor of Taos county, was murdered
while asleep In his home here. His as-

sailant entered the house about
o'clock, made his way ttfRael's bedroom and fired a bullet through his
head. He then left the house, mounted a horse and made for the Colorado
line, crossing It at CoBtillo several
hours later. Itael was a well known
Republican politician of northern New
Mexico. He and Jean Reybal formerly conducted a saloon, but had quarreled recently and dissolved partnership,
1

26-2-
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Carlsbad went wet by a majority of
votes.
The Elephant Butte dam is reportper cent finished.
ed forty-eigh- t
An agent for a wool firm was in
Clayton to buy 400,000 pounds of wool.
The election at Dayton resulted in
the town ,olng dry by 24 votes to 14.
Stanfleld Brothers of Grady have
College Gets Captain Macon.
harvested
near 1,000 bushels of wheat.
N.
State College. Captain Edward
Rumors from Santa fe show talk of
Macon of Washington, a retired officer of the United States array, has an extra session of the State Legislabene appointed professor of military ture.
Fire at Portales destroyed a buildscience and tactics at the New Mexico
College of Agriculture and Mechanics ing and other property worth about
Arts, to succeed Major Charles P. $2,500.
George, who has been relieved by tlmj M. B. Goldenburg of Tqcumcari re-J-War Department on acconunt of ill centiy paid slU'J.Vo per car tor Dear
health. Captain Macon comes to the grass.
college from 'the Fort Union Military
The Guadalupe county high school
academy of Virginia, where his work is will open at Santa Rosa on Sepuui- exreported by inspecting officers aB
ber 15.
cellent.
Albert Robinson met death in a horrible manner while working with a hay
Burglar Sent to Jail in a Hurry.
baler at Lake Arthur.
Las Vegas. To ommlt a robbery,
Melons shipped from the Pecos valbe caught, tried and sentenced all ley are said to be the best ever, in
hours, was the fate size, quality and flavor.
within thlrty-slof
here of Albert Chavez, twenty-two- ,
A Jordan farmer claims to have
Pueblo, Colo. Chavez committed four
ton for his broom-corn- ,
burglaries. He was caught at noon, received $G0,-jdelivered
Melrose.'
at
given a preTiminary hearing the next
A number of Ohio qgajejle recently
morning and sentenced In the District
of iand in
Court the same afternoon to from two purchased $100,000 wor-'-and a half to three years. Maximum Mimbres valley near Doming.
penalty would be thirty years. He was
The New Mexico State Good Roads
treated lightly because of his wife,' a association has named September 10th
Trinidad girl, who married him as Good Roads day in New Mexico.
against her parents' wishes and In seThe Merchants' Brokerage Company
cret three weeks ago.
of Albuquerque filed incorporation papers with the state corporation comWater Filings. mission.
Santa Fe. Walter T. Rowland of
Incorporation papers have been filed
Hagerman has filed ft water applica- with the corporation commission by
tion with the state engineer for the the Amusement Park company at Alappropriation of water to Irrigate buquerque.
thrty-elgh- t
acres. His is a pumping
Drillers putting down a well on the
proposition and the capacity of his
pump is 750 gallons a minute. W. C. farm of John Shaw, ten miles north
Rowland, also of Hagerman, asks for of Artesia, struck a flow of water at
water for seventy acres. This Is also a eight hundred feet.
pumping proposition, with a capacity
Charles Sumner, a pioneer in the development of New Mexico, died by his
of 2,200 gallons a minute.
own hand at his ranch four miles
south of Santa Rosa.
fire Chief Gets Car.
Albuquerque. The city fire departWalter P. Wilkinson has bWn nomment, through Chairman Steve Coen inated by President Wilson to be postof the fire committee, purchased a master at Santa Rita, Grant county,
twenty horsepower roadster for the vice H. L. Bartlett, declined.
use of Fire Chief Klein
The car, '
Jerome J. Fielding, better known aa
which is to be equipped with chemical Jerry Fielding,
for some months past
tank, small hose and, emergency fire foreman at
the Lany road camp, died
apparatus, will carry two men and Is
guaranted to make a speed of forty in the hospital at Las Vegas.
miles per hour, and can do better in - Rafael Romero of Mora has accepted the position of assistant secretary
emergencies.
of state, succeeding Chas. F. Kanen,
Man, 81, Hangs Self from Jail Window who goes into the state engineer's of
Albuquerque.
Jose Pina Baca, fice.
eighty-on- e
years old, committed suiWayne, the little
son of
cide in the county jail here where ha Dr. and Mrs. A. L. Taylor, was burned
was a prisoner on a vagrancy charge. to death in the fire which destroyed
Baca tied a piece of clothesline to the the Taylor home in the west part of
top bar of a window in the Jail cor- Artesia.
ridor and then jumped off the sill,
Silver City claims the oldest basebreaking his neck. He was dead when
ball "fan" in the country in the per
a fellow prisoner gave the alarm.
son of W. H. Rose, who, although ninety 4 wo years old, rarely misses a game
Found Oasis in New Mexico.
in his home town.
Carlsbad. After two years of dryness, this city at a local option elecNotaries appointed by Governor
maWm. C. McDonald include Benjamin
tion here went wet by thirty-twjority. There were no campaign and H. Hale, Artesia; Jose de la Luz San
chez, Armijo, Bernalillo county, and
no public meetings and the newspaW. F. Moore, Sliver City.
pers did mot mention the election.
Silver City is reported In line for
the Moose sanatorium.
Start on Western Extension.
Carlos Valdez shot and killed Juan
Santa Fe. James E. Harvey of the Cordova at Cimarron. Reports say
state engineer's force left for Los that Valdez returned' home about
Lunas, whence lie and a party of four o'clock ln.the morning and found Cor
will Btart on a survey of the proposed dova in his home with Mrs. Valdez
western extension of the Camlno Real, and immediately commenced shooting
between Los Lunas and Gallup, as pro- at him killing him instantly. The body
vided for in the laws of 1913. The road was left in the bed until the coroner's
survey will take fwo months to two Inquest.
months and a half and following its
The United States Civil Service
completion work will probably start on
Commission announces that on Sep
the construction of the highway, the tember 27th an
examination will be
same law providing that it may be
at Roswell as a result of which
constructed whenever McKinley and held expocted
is
to make certification to
Valencia counties each set aside to the it
a contemplated vacancy in the po
credit of the state highway commis- fill
postmaster at
sition of fourth-classion the sum of $5,000 to be used in Kenna, and other vacancies as they
fura
similar
amount
with
connection
may occur.
nished by the state.
Albert Chavez; who was arrested at
Vegas by Chief of Police Ben
$3,000
Raises
for Road.
Raton
Coles, was arraigned before Judge D.
Raton. With an immediate sub- R. Murray on a charge of burglary, to
scription of $3,000 for emergency work Which he pleaded guilty. He was then
and plans for the issuing of $100,000 in taken before District Judge D. J.
good roads bonds, Raton business men Leahy, where he was sentenced to
are setting a praiseworthy example to serve from two and a half years to
the rest of toe state In the better high. three year
at bard labor for bis
Jvayi propaganda.
crime.
32
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Our illustration shows the courthouse In Sherbrooke, Canada, where the legal proceedings concerning Thaw
'
take place, and some of the me.n in the case.
.
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BET OUT

IF

MEXICO- -

FORMAL
WARNING
SENT
AMERICANS IN SOUTHERN
PUBLIC BY PRESIDENT.

"

OKLAHOMA

EDITOR

KILLED

J. Y. Schenck of the Sulphur Democrat Refused to Retract an
Editorial' Criticism.
TO

RE-

Sulphur, Okla. John Lindsay, former county treasurer of Murray county,
shot and killed J. Y. Schenck, editor
of the Sulphur Democrat, following
WILL
SUPPLY
TRANSPORTS
the refusal of the editor to "eat" a
paper containing
adverse editorial
criticism of Lindsay.
Financial Assistance Will Also , be ' Sheriff Rawlings rushed Lindsay to
Placed at Disposal of Those
the jail at Norman on the first train
Who Want It A Bigger
to avoid threatened danger of mob
Border Army.
violence. Lindsay shot Schenck twice
Washington, D. C President Wil- with a double barreled shotgun, while
son has warned all Americans to leave the editor was sitting in a buggy.
Mexico at once. At the same time
the American embassy and all consular representatives throughout the
TELEGRAPHIC BRIEFS
Southern republic were instructed
"to notify all oficlals, civil and milichild of Mr. and
The
tary, in Mexico" that they would be
held strictly responsible for harm or Mrs. Joe Crottendqc pf near Hulbert.
injury done to Americans or their Okr-fe-ll
well at that
into a
property
place and its skull was crushed, causSecretary Bryan dispatched long ing death.
telegrams to the embassy and all conFrank W. Van Tuyl mistook hia
quoting exrepresentatives,
sular
tracts from the President's address wiie ior a Durgiar ana snoi ana Kiuea
to Congress in which he reviewed the her in their 4nome in Kansas City.
futile peace negotiations, with, the Kan., shortly after 1 o'clock the othe
Huerta government and the policy the morning. v
United States would pursue hereafter
Detailed reports regarding the tytoward Mexico.
In these messages the consuls were phoon which has raged over Japan
instructed to render every aid pos for several days show that it was
sible to departing Americans, furnish more disastrous than was M first be
ing transportation and any other
pecuniary assistance to the needy. lieved and that the fatalities perhaps
They were informed that a suficient will aggregate 1,000.
number of ships would be provided to
A meteor fell into mo Bea Connett
carry away those In the seacoast river at Tiverton, R. I., churning up
towns.
Foreign governments will be noti- the waters in a spectacular manner.
fied of the action of the United States Great volumes of steam arose and
States, so that they may give similar the accompanying explosion' sounded
gun.
advice, but the American consuls will like the discharge of a
help all foreigners In any emerghigh
Haldane,
the
Viscount
first
lord
ency.
,
Within a day of two announcement chancellor of Great Britain to leave
is expected of the mobilization of a his country since Cardinal Wolsey.
large number of American troops went to France 400 years ago, has ar
along the' Southern frontier to enforce rived in New York on the Steamship
neutrality in the traffic of arms and Lusilanla for a flying visit olj five days
muntions of war.
In this country and Canada.
President Wilson was in touch with
Onn thousand carotnes and 2S0.000
Assistant Secretary Breckenrldge of
the War Department, but the na- rounds of ammunition seized at Meri
ture of bis communication was not dian, Miss., which recently were rerevealed. It is believed taht the Pres- leased by the United States govern
to
ident is not only preparing
for shipment to the Mexican
strengthen the border patrol, but de- ment
sires the strictest vigilance by troops government, have been held up by
already watching the International a sp;eclal agent of the Department of
Justice at New Orleans
boundary.
d

FIRE

A

IMPERAT0R

ON THE

Two Lives Were Lost In a Blaze on
the Big Vessel as She Lay at
Her Dock.

New York. The steamship Imper-- .
a tor, largest vessel afloat, was swept
by fire as it lay at Its dock in Hobo-ke- n
with its crew and 1,131 steerage
passengers aboard. It will sail as
usual Saturday. Repairs will be made
at sea. .
Second Officer Gobrecht, who led
the crew into the hold to fight the
flames, was cut off from his men,
enveloped in a cloud of smoke and
suUocated. His body was found an
hour afterwards, untouched by fire,
and brought ashore.
A seaman. Otto Strunts, who went
down with Gobrecht into the hold of
the vessel, also perished.
.

WINDSTORM SWEEPS JAPAN

40-fo-

-

Sixty Persons
Killed
and . Many
Houses Destroyed in Typhoon
Damage In Tokio.
Toklo, Japan. Extensive
loss of
life and property has been" caused
throughout Japan by the typhoon
whilch has raged here for several
days. More fhan sixty persona were
killed and hundreds of bridges and
In- Toklo
Itself
houses destroyed.
fifteen thousand houses were inundated.. In the country districts' the
railroads were heavy losers and the
crops 'Were much damaged. A party
of seventeen children was lost while
climbing Mount
Koma-Ga-Tak-

STILL

KANSAS

HAS

CATTLE

--

Not
-

More

Total
Kansas

In

Than Five Per Cent of
State Has Been Sold
This Summer.
jClty,

Mo.

Secretary

latest report showed 14

mil-

lion horses and mules, nearly 2V&
million cattle and 1 million hogs, all
worth 255 million dollars, in Kansas.
""Since theory weather has been distressing the state the
In
Kansas City from Kansas above a
uprmai Buppiy xojr mis time or yea
uure noi oeen equal to 5 per cent
oi tne total number of farm anlmali
total-receipt-

U)

tbt state.

